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ABSTRACT
To generate power by harvesting microwave from the ambient
environment, this paper demonstrates the harvester operation and
microwave signal strength analysis. The survey of signal was
undertaken in urban and semi-urban regions, and the microwave
signals available in space are digital television (DTV), GSM900,
GSM1800 and 3G. Using the result of the survey, the harvester
circuit was designed; the harvester circuit comprised mainly four
parts, namely antenna, matching network, rectification and storage
element. These four harvesters are generally known as rectenna. In
order to capture the signal, at first, antenna was designed at printed
circuit board (PCB) where the efficiency is low; therefore, the next
method designed was patch-type antenna, which gives the
efficiency greater than the PCB-type antenna. Finally, we got 3.3 V
output voltage, which helps to charge the mobile phones without
the need of wired process.

KEYWORDS
Antenna; matching network;
rectification; storage
element; PMM (power
management module); MPPT
(maximum power point
tracking system)

1. Introduction

Wireless multimedia systems are receiving increasing research and application interests.
But improvements are still required to provide higher data-rate links, for instance, the
transmission of video signals. Therefore, ultra-wideband (UWB) communication systems
are currently under investigation and the design of a compact wideband antenna is very
essential (Pinuela et al. 2013). To overcome the inherently narrow bandwidth of microstrip
antennas, various techniques have been developed to cover the entire UWB bandwidth,
such as L-/F-shaped probe to feed the patch, triangular patch, U-/V-slot monopoles,
among others. The use of antenna to collect the energy that is being radiated at several fre-
quencies which is much more effective to harvest the energy of several services at the same
time than collecting only one service at a time, so the idea of an UWB antenna for harvest-
ing energy is entirely feasible. Energy harvesting is the process by which energy from dif-
ferent sources is captured and stored. The focus is mainly based on incident low-power
density designing, measuring and testing. A rectenna is used to harvest electric energy
from the radiofrequency (RF) signals that have been radiated by public communications
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systems. For almost 50 years, far-field RF technology has been used to remotely power sys-
tems from relatively large unmanned helicopters to very small smart dust sensors and con-
tact lenses that measure eye pressure (Pi & Khan 2011; Rappaport et al. 2011; Yang et al.
2011). With all these systems, a dedicated RF source is used, where the operator may have
control over the effective isotropically radiated power (i.e. both transmit power and
antenna characteristics), beam pointing and polarization of the RF source, ensuring opti-
mal line-of-sight operation between the source transmitter and harvesting receiver.

Wong et al. (2001) proposed novel compact microstrip antenna designs with a slotted
ground plane. By embedding meandering slots or some suitable narrow slots in the anten-
nas ground plane, it is observed that the resonant frequency of the microstrip antenna is
significantly lowered, which can lead to a large antenna size reduction for a fixed frequency
operation. In addition, enhanced impedance bandwidth and antenna gain are also observed
for the proposed antenna, compared to corresponding regular microstrip antennas.

Chen et al. (2003) proposed the design of a novel dual-polarized stacked microstrip
antenna fed by microstrip line that operates within ISM-band (2.402�2.4835 GHz) for
Bluetooth applications. The design was carried out using a square patch which was fed
diagonally by a microstrip line. Another square patch with a substrate was stacked above the
corner-fed patch. The input impedance was measured by HP8753D network analyser.

Monti and Congedo (2012) proposed a device that has T-shaped monopole with a
coplanar waveguide feeding line as receiving antenna and a five-stage voltage multiplier
as rectifier. Experimental results demonstrate an RF to direct current conversion efficiency
about 54% with an input power density of 80 mW/cm, and the efficiency is lower com-
pared to patch antenna.

2. Proposed methodology

2.1. Signal survey

In order to quantify input RF power density levels present in a typical urban and a semi-
urban environment, a city-wide RF spectral survey within the ultrahigh-frequency
(0.3�3 GHz) part of the frequency spectrum was conducted within India. A number of
city-wide RF spectral surveys have previously been conducted, but, in general, only a few
samples were taken, giving little insight into semi-urban environments.

Other surveys compare their measurements relative to the distance from the nearest
transmission (Salter et al. 2009). In a semi-urban environment, this may not provide
enough information about the RF spectrum since there is likely to be local geographical
variations in base-station density and propagation characteristics (e.g. multipath effects
and diffraction around and attenuation through buildings).

Each station on the Indian underground network was used as a survey point to provide
a robust data-set for representing India in terms of geographical distribution and popula-
tion density, having a combination of urban and semi-urban characteristics.

2.2. Methodology

Mobile phone usage varies during the daytime, and hence ambient RF energy in their
bands is expected to be time dependent, with more energy available during the daytime
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than at night time. Therefore, in order to be able to make fair comparisons between loca-
tions, measurements were taken between 10:00 am and 3:00 pm on weekdays over a
period of one month. Electric field strength was measured between 0.3 and 2.5 GHz using
an Agilent N9912A Field Fox RF analyser with a calibrated omnidirectional antenna. It is
important to note that the spectral measurements were undertaken during the analogue
to digital switch-over period in the UK, and so the measurements for digital television
(DTV) may represent an underestimate of the present RF power levels are measured and
the switch-over is complete (Angelopoulos et al. 2006; Sadasiva Rao & Raju 2011).

2.3. Spectrum analysis

The input RF power density is then calculated from the electric field strength measure-
ment. The input RF power density is measured outside the underground station, where
the spectral bands for DTV, GSM900, GSM1800, 3G and Wi-Fi can be clearly identified.
A well-designed rectenna should ideally be capable of harvesting energy across an entire
band, and thus it is important to calculate the total band power. The banded input RF
power density is calculated by summing up all the spectral peaks across the band. These
levels provide a snapshot of source availability at the time and location of the measure-
ment. Moreover, they are used as a harvester design starting point since the power density
at each band defines the input impedance of a rectenna. The survey is shown in Figure 1.

The RF power levels across all Indian underground stations for the banded input RF
power density measurements. It can be seen that all base-station transmit levels are
between one and three orders of magnitude greater than the associated maximum trans-
mission levels. For this reason, and the fact that the population of transmitting mobile
phones is in close proximity of the harvester and is highly variable, only base station.
Transmission will be considered further. From RF survey, DTV, GSM900, GSM1800, 3G
and Wi-Fi, shown in Figure 1, were identified as potentially useful ambient RF energy har-
vesting sources, although DTV appears to be heavily dependent on line-of-sight and

Figure 1. Survey of signal in India.
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sudden changes in atmospheric conditions (e.g. temperature inversion), and Wi-Fi is very
dependent on user traffic. It should be noted that the mobile phone base-station transmis-
sion employs vertically polarized antennas, placing a constraint on harvester orientation
in deployment (Kurup et al. 2003; Kalzar & Prokopec 2011; Didarul & Razaul 2013).
With DTV, shown in Table 1, within India, the main transmission has horizontally polar-
ized antennas and repeater transmission has vertically polarized antennas, which record
measurements that are found within the urban environment.

This paper demonstrates the analysis of microwave signal strength by designing the
antenna in such way that to pick up the signal. In this process, the printed circuit board
(PCB) antenna, such as rectangular type and triangular type antennae, was first designed
to get GSM900 and GSM1800 as shown in Tables 2 and 3.

2.4. Patch antenna

2.4.1. Open stub antenna
The whip can be made as a trace on a PCB. This is very practical at frequencies over
800 MHz. At lower frequencies, a full-size whip may be too long, even when wrapped
around a few corners. The length of the whip should be 10%�20% shorter than the calcu-
lation, depending on the dielectric and the thickness of the board. In most cases, 15%
shorter is close enough. If the unit is to be handheld, the antenna can be made a little
shorter, to compensate the effect of the hand. At 916 MHz, a trace that is 2.25 inches
(57 mm) long will provide a reasonable impedance when hand effects are included. Keep
the antenna trace away from other circuitry and ground, a quarter of an inch (6 mm), or
more. Non-ground circuit traces may be seen by the antenna as part of the ground system,
and RF voltages can be induced on nearby traces.

Table 1. Frequency bands.
Band Frequencies (MHz) Average Sba (nW/cm2) Maximum Sba (nW/cm2)

DTV 470�610 0.89 460
GSM900 (MTx) 880�915 0.45 39
GSM900 (BTx) 925�960 36 1930
GSM1800(MTx) 1710�1785 0.5 20
GSM1800 (BTx) 1805�1880 84 6390
3G (MTx) 1920�19,980 0.46 66
3G (BTx) 2110�2170 12 240
Wi-Fi 2400�2500 0.18 6

Table 2. Survey in no. of stations.
Number of stations

Band Sba threshold Urban Semi-urban

DTV 40 10 0
GSM900 230 8 2
GSM1800 450 7 3
3G 62 6 4

Table 3. Sba of signal.
Band DTV GSM1900 (BTx) GSM1800 (BTx) 3G (BTx)

Sba(nW/cm2) 18 48 50 3
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The overall size of the board and ground is not critical. The radiation pattern is omni-
directional as shown in Figure 2, with a gain of ¡8 to ¡12 dB, when the board is horizon-
tal. Polarization is horizontal. If the whip did not run parallel to the ground, the gain
would be higher; however, two sharp nulls would be present. If the board were oriented
vertically, with the antenna above the ground plane, the polarization would be vertical.
The antenna would have an omnidirectional pattern with ¡8 dBd of gain. Radiation pat-
tern of design 1 antenna is shown in Figure 3.

2.4.2. Short whip antenna
A simple alternative to the whip is to make it shorter than a quarter wave length and add
an inductor near the base of the whip to compensate for the resulting capacitive reactance.
The inductor can be made by coiling up the part of the whip itself. This type of antenna
can have performance nearly equal to that of a full-sized whip. When tested on the edge
of a small board, gain was only 3�4 dB less than a full-sized whip, and the ground plane
is shown in Figure 4.

2.4.3. Rectangular and trapezoidal patch antenna
The patch antenna is a very low-profile design, which consists of a round or rectangular
patch of metal very close to a ground plane. The patch is usually printed on a circuit board
and can be made as part of the enclosure. Antenna coverage is in any direction above the
ground plane, or a hemispherical area. The patch antenna does require a substantial
amount of area on a PCB, which makes it more practical above 800 MHz. It has a narrow
bandwidth; therefore, care must be taken to tune the size of the patch. A practical example
for 916 MHz can fit into an area only of 30 cm £ 40 mm. The patch size is 27 mm (wide)
£ 38 mm (long) for a board thickness of 0.060 inch. A thinner board or higher dielectric

Figure 2. Design of rectangular patch antenna.
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Figure 3. Radiation pattern of design 1 antenna (916.5 MHz).

Figure 4. Radiation pattern of short whip antenna.
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can require cutting the antenna a little shorter. About one-tenth of the antenna is fed with
a line crossing through the grounded edge to the 50-ohm point on the patch, or by a
transmission line coming up through the bottom of the PCB. The 50-ohm point is about
13 mm away from the ground. The 50-ohm point for any design can be found by moving
away from the grounded edge (Thuroczy et al. 2006; Elliott et al. 2010; Ren 2010; Marian
et al. 2012). This type of patch is not a full-sized, half-wavelength patch; therefore, perfor-
mance is quite low when compared to the larger size patch. A full-sized patch has no
grounded edge, so via are not required. The example of a rectangular patch has a gain of
¡8 dB. Placing the board against a larger sheet of metal will improve the gain by another
4 dB. If the antenna is made wider than one inch, up to about three inches wide, a few
more dB can be gained (Wei et al. 2013). Polarization is perpendicular to the grounded
edge. Gain is good in almost any direction where the patch can be seen, but drops rapidly
when looking at the edge of the board. The trapezoidal version allows for less length so
that it can fit into smaller spaces. Patterns and behaviour are the same, but the gain is a lit-
tle lower. We measured about ¡12 dB maximum as shown in Figure 5, on a 40 mm £
90 mm board.

2.5. Antenna configuration

The design of the antenna is based on a planar substrate that has a dielectric constant of
2.2 and a thickness of 10 mils (0.254 mm). The planar antenna consists of S-strip and
T-strip which are printed on the two sides (i.e. the front side for T-strip and the back side
for the S-strip) of the substrate, respectively. There is no direct electrical connection (e.g.
by a shorting via) between the frontside and the backside. The T-strip (its strip width) is

Figure 5. Radiation pattern of trapezoidal patch antenna.
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fed by a 50-microstrip line, while the S-strip (its strip width) is terminated at a ground
plane (its length).

The upper section (its width) of the T-strip is fitted (leaving a space of) into an area sur-
rounded by the upper section of the S-strip while the lower section of the T-strip overlaps
with the lower section of the S-strip, forming a two-strip line (Park et al. 2004; Shinohara
2011). The height (H) of the planar antenna can be adjusted for an optimal performance.
The compactness of the planar antenna is attributed to the folded configuration of the
S-strip and T-strip (specifically, the folded two-strip line), while the broadband perfor-
mance is a result of the mutual coupling between the S-strip and the T-strip. The feeding
point is set up at the centre of the upper half section of the ground plane. This set-up is
completely for the purpose of accurate measurement. The 50-microstrip line was excited at
the feeding point by a wire-port as shown in Figure 6, instead of a microstrip port (i.e. a
wave-port).

Figure 6. 50 V microstrip lines antenna.
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The height H is adjusted by changing the number of the equidistant crossbars of the
T-strip, e.g. 2, 3 and 4 crossbars for 6.0, 7.2 and 8.4 mm, respectively, as shown in Figure 6.
The planar antenna has a maximum bandwidth at 7.2 mm. The maximum bandwidth is
close to 50%. The total size of the planar antenna is 18 mm £ 7.2 mm £ 0.254 mm, which
is more compact than the previously published antennas, e.g. 30 mm £10 mm £ 2 mm,
62 mm £ 10 mm £ 6 mm, 27 mm £ 12.5 mm £ 3.5 mm, 22 mm £ 5 mm £ 5 mm, and
20 mm £ 17 mm £ 4.7 mm shown in Figure 7.

The effect of the length of the ground plane on the return loss of the planar antenna is
exhibited is shown in Figure 8. There is an optimum value for where the planar antenna
has the best performance for return loss. The reason for the length dependence is that the
ground plane also serves as a radiating element. The optimum value is found to be around

Figure 7. Characteristics of antenna height configuration.

Figure 8. Characteristics of antenna length configuration.
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60 mm. (Probably, around 60 mm, the ground plane, the S-strip and the T-strip form a
resonant radiator.) Therefore, the planar antenna is suitable for compact mobile handsets.

2.6. Matching network

The optimal load was found; further, broadband optimization was performed to the
matching network and the load to ensure good impedance matching throughout the tar-
get frequency range and is measured for each band. As with the antenna analysis, and
unlike conventional RF circuits that adopt the more traditional half-power bandwidth
definition, the rectifier should be within the 10 dB input return loss bandwidth (Dengyo
rectennas 2012). The reason for ambient RF energy harvesting applications is that the
input RF power is at a premium and so that little energy available should not be wasted
by being reflected back from avoidable impedance mismatches at either the antenna or
rectifier. Since the input RF power from ambient sources can be represented as a multi-
tone source, with power levels fluctuating across the target frequency range, the output
impedance of the rectifier is time varying.

2.7. Scottky diode rectification

A Schottky rectifier is formed by making an electrically nonlinear contact between a metal
and the semiconductor drift region. The Schottky rectifier is an attractive unipolar device
for power electronics applications since it has a relatively low on-state voltage drop and
its quality of fast switching. It has been widely used in power supply circuits with low
operating voltages due to the availability of excellent devices based upon silicon technol-
ogy. In the case of silicon, the maximum breakdown voltage of Schottky rectifiers has
been limited by the increase in the resistance of the drift region. Commercially available
devices are generally rated at breakdown voltages of less than 100 V. The much lower
resistance of the drift region for silicon carbide enables development of such Schottky rec-
tifiers with very high breakdown voltages. These devices not only offer fast switching
speed but also eliminate the large reverse recovery current observed in high-voltage silicon
P-i-N rectifiers. This reduces switching losses not only in the rectifier but also in the
insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) used within the power circuits. In this paper,
the basic structure of the power Schottky rectifier is first introduced to define its constitu-
ent elements. The current transport mechanisms that are pertinent to power devices are
elucidated for both the forward and reverse modes of operation. In the first quadrant of
operation, the thermionic emission process is dominant for power Schottky rectifiers. In
the third quadrant of operation, the influence of Schottky barrier lowering has a strong
impact on the leakage current for silicon devices. In the case of silicon carbide devices, the
influence of tunnelling current must also be taken into account when performing the anal-
ysis of the reverse leakage current (Le et al. 2008; Khidre et al. 2013). The basic one-
dimensional structure of the metal semiconductor or Schottky rectifier structure is together
with electric field profile under reverse bias operation. The applied voltage is supported by
the drift region with a triangular electric field distribution if the drift region doping is uni-
form. The maximum electric field occurs at the metal contact. The device undergoes break-
down when this field becomes equal to the critical electric field for the semiconductor.
When a negative bias is applied to the cathode, current flow occurs in the Schottky rectifier
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by the transport of electrons over the metal semiconductor contact and through the drift
region as well as the substrate. The on-state voltage drop is determined by the voltage
drop across the metal�semiconductor interface and the ohmic voltage drop in the resis-
tance of the drift region, the substrate and its ohmic contact. At typical on-state operating
current density levels, the current transport is dominated by majority carriers. Conse-
quently, there is insignificant minority carrier stored charge within the drift region in the
power Schottky rectifier. This enables switching the Schottky rectifier from the on-state to
the reverse blocking off-state in a rapid manner by establishing a depletion region within
the drift region (Li et al. 2002; Lee et al. 2008; Mikeka et al. 2011). The fast switching capa-
bility of the Schottky rectifier enables operation at high frequencies with low power losses
making this device popular for high-frequency switch-mode power supply applications.
With the advent of commercially available high-voltage Schottky rectifiers based upon sili-
con carbide, they are expected to be utilized in motor control applications as well.

3. Results and discussion

Distinct effects have been identified from the analysis of the measured data. The received
signals with increasing distance and number of trees obstructing the signal path is decayed
at a considerably slow rate at the trunk, fruits and leaves for 0.9 and 1.8 GHz as shown in
Figures 9 and 10. But, for frequency at 2.3 GHz, the signal strength decreases at a nearly

Figure 10. Received signal for different distance at frequency of 1.8 GHz.

Figure 9. Received signal for different distance at frequency of 0.9 GHz.
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constant and smooth rate. The values of the received signal for the trunk and fruit are
almost the same when measurement is done at the second row of trees. It seems that the
received signal at 0.9 GHz is better and stronger when compared with the propagation
measurements at 1.8 and 2.3 GHz.

The range of received signals for both frequencies at 1.8 and 2.3 GHz is almost the
same. The received signal with a small number of trees obstructing the signal path
decayed at a considerably faster rate relative to that measured when more trees obstructed
the path. The change in attenuation rate occurs because, at small foliage depth, propaga-
tion between the transmitter and the receiver is primarily by a strongly attenuated line-of-
sight component, while at relatively large distances inside the estate, multiple scattering of
radio waves by the various constituent parts of the trees becomes the major contributor to
the received signals.

Received signal for different distance at a frequency of 2.3 GHz is shown in Figure 11.
As the frequency increases, the number of fruits and leaves has a greater effect upon the
signal received as their physical size approximates to the wavelength of the transmitted
signal, leading to a higher probability of signal blockage.

The PMM is fully integrated into the rectifier; it helps to manage the power produced.
Power Module is required for performing maximum power point tracking (MPPT). The
BQ25504 has a built-in battery management module, which is used to control the duty
cycle of the output power to the load. The programmed PMM continuously charges the
storage capacitor and the load was automatically connected to the storage capacitor when
the capacitor voltage reaches an upper limit and automatically gets disconnected when it
reaches the lower limit

Figure 12 represents the hardware component of harvesting microwave signal to gener-
ate power. Figure 12(a) shows the PCB antenna, the red wire shown in the figure repre-
sents the feed point. Figure 12(b) shows the charging of mobile phone battery .This
output is taken in the feed point, and from the feed point it is given to the battery of 12 V,
where the output of the battery is given to regulator. Figure 12(c) shows the output voltage
taken in the multimeter.

4. Conclusion

Thus the paper puts forth the connection that the low-power energy harvesting has become
a new trend and being accepted all over. This new kind of ‘alternative energy’ with the use

Figure 11. Received signal for different distances at frequency of 2.3 GHz.
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Figure 12. Hardware component of harvesting microwave signals to generate power: (a) printed circuit
board; (b) charging of mobile phone; (c) measurement of voltage.
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of a rectenna puts forth a high efficiency, and also this energy can be stored, which has an
analogous application in the solar energy, where sometimes photovoltaic modules are used
to charge batteries that subsequently supply power to other devices. A thorough investiga-
tion was made and it was found that it is quite cheaper and a more flexible material. With
respect to the antenna, it is concluded that the dimensions can be reduced by analysing the
current distribution on the conductors of the surface. Moreover, that non-symmetrical cuts
can modify the radiation pattern of antenna. With respect to the rectifier, it is concluded
that the use of microstrip lines for the matching circuit design, contributed to a lower sol-
dering loss than the components such as inductors and capacitors.
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Proficient Technique for High Performance Very
Large-Scale Integration System to Amend Clock
Gated Dual Edge Triggered Sense Amplifier
Flip-Flop with Less Dissipation of Power Leakage
A. N. Duraivel1,∗, B. Paulchamy2, and K. Mahendrakan2

Clocked flip flops are used to memory in synchronous or clocked series networks, adjusting the individual
clock signal status. Therefore, at these times of clock signal transfer, the state of the memory unit and the
state of the whole electrical structure change. It’s only during signal transfer that the key to a flip-flop being
correctly operated. Two transitions from 0 and 1 are followed by a clock pulse, and 1 to 0. The pulse shift is
defined by the positive and negative sides of the pulse. The data on or off the clock cycle edges are recorded
by a single-edge trigger flip flop (SETFF), but the flip flop with the double-edge sensor amplifier (DETSAFF).
Another common technique for dynamic energy consumption reduced when the device is idle is the clock
gating. In this document. Sleep is used to reduce the power of the leakage Here are the following: High
threshold voltages sleep transistors are used. Among the supply voltage and VDD the sleep pMOS transistor
and the pull-up system and between the network and the ground GND a sleep NMOs Transistor is located.
With sleep transistors, CG-SAFF can save up to 30% of its power during zero input switching operation. For
different sequential device architecture, the proposed flip-flop may be used.

Keywords: Pull-Up Network and Pull-Down Network, Sense Amplifier (SA), Sleep Method, Zero Input Switching Activity,
Clock Gated Sense Amplifier Flip-Flop (CGSAFF), Dual Edge Triggered Sense Amplifier Flip-Flop.

1. INTRODUCTION
In Field of Very Large-Scale Integration System (VLSI),
the power consumption factor is controlled by the clock
system sources. The proposed clock system involves the
clock distribution network and Flip-Flops (FF). FLIP-
FLOPS (FF) has a higher rate and less power consumption
and is one of complex systems with complicated clock-
ing elements. Its performance analysis is the main factor
for an analysis of the entire synchronization circuit’s per-
formance. Normally, SETFF uses one clock edge, another
clock edge is idle, but on both sides of the clock cycle ris-
ing and dropping edge, DETFF fetches input data. Since
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2Electronics and Communication Engineering, Hindusthan Institute of
Technology, Coimbatore 641032, Tamilnadu, India
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both clock edges are involved in the flip-flop activated
dual edge (DETFF), the data output is doubled when the
SETFF works at half of its clock frequency. Many low-
energy DETFF systems have now been suggested. A flip
flop (FF), which is the Dual Edge Sense Amplifier flip flop
(DETFF) power efficient system, is divided into two major
classes: pulse DETFF, master-slave DETFF activated. The
DETFF’s master-slave are built by negative as well as pos-
itive clock edge flip-flops in parallel. DETFF caused by
pulses has individual one phase and is of compact logic
circuit complexity. The input clock gating strategy is prac-
tical to decrease complex power usage to minimize redun-
dant changes in the pulse generator of DETSAFF [1]. The
use of sleep technology in the synchronous method to min-
imize more dissipation of the power of the leaks related to
idle block design.
The following portion is part of this planned work.

The current Section 2 has the current memory unit
and Clock gated Dual Edge Sensual Amplifier Flip-Flop
amplifier that is activated by the double edge. Then
Section 3 Explain the new approach to reducing the
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dissipation of leakage further. Up to 30% of the energy
savings discussed in Part IV of the Sleep Transistor
CGSAFF will achieve. In Section 5, the work is finally
outlined.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
The timing components of the integrated circuit (flip-flops
and latches) (IC). Flip flops are often used as a timing
feature in the IC as storage elements that use more power.
One of the common methods of reducing power consump-
tion is the dual-edge triggering principle. Since both the
flip-flop (DETFF), which is triggered by the dual-edge,
does not fade, therefore, the data flow is high relative to the
flip-flop triggered by a traditional one-edge. The (1) Latch-
Mux category and (2) flip-flop pulse are two key divisions
[1] of the DETFF. Two levels, a master and a slave consist
of the latch-mux. These two stages are organised in paral-
lel, one of which is translucent at one level of the clock,
and another one at the opposite level of the clock is again
transparent. The second form, pulse, caused flip-flops into
two more subcategories: (1) Implicit and (2) Explicit.
The pulse generator that produces pulses is used in both
forms.

The pulse creator produces pulse inside the memory
unit, which income the form of pulse is triggered tacit
(IP-FF), while the pulse is produced outside the device
(EP-FF). On the other hand if EP-FF control is additional
than IP-FF, EP-FF is commonly consumed for clock distri-
bution that delivers the pulse generator’s overhead power.
The definition of double-edge trigger is harder to incorpo-
rate into IP-FF, whereas EP-FF is suitable for dual-edge
triggering. Various DETFFs were planned in designs for
low power integrated circuit (ASIC) applications to reduce
power consumption.

2.1. Discharging Controlled Flip-Flop Unit
The illustration figure is given in Figure 1 for static flip-
flop discharge-controlled discharge (SCDFF). SCDFF has
a double pulse generator [2, 4] and static latch arrange-
ment in its overall structure. The clock pulse is externally
produced here. This twist is known as an overt pulsed twist
(EP-FF). Two static phases of the static latch structure.
Transistors m2 (first stage) and m6 are injected into the
external pulse (second stage).

The transistor m2 and m6 are activated during the sam-
pling time. In the first step the transistor m to 1 and m3 is
introduced into input D. If D= 1 and Q= 0 (assumption),
the transistors m2, m3 and m4 discharge node X. As a out-
come, in the second stage the output Q will immediately
switch to high levels with a pull-up transistor m5. As long
as D is high, node X is still short. The junction transistor
m1 and m3 are supplemented by the D input (in the first
step), m3 is turned off.

The feedback path is finally opened and the node X at
some voltage is pre-charged. In the second step, the D

inverted input is now used to discharge the m7 transistor,
so that output Q is discharged through the m6 and m7
tracks. An additional transistor, m4, powered by a com-
plementary programmed signal is controlled at node X for
the unwanted discharge. The SCDFF is used primarily to
minimize unnecessary switching operation with low power
VLSI architecture.

2.2. Static-Pulsed Flip-Flop with Dual Edge
Triggering Unit

Figure 2 displays a pulsed flip flop structural figure with a
static triggering two-edge [4, 8] (DETSPF). The DETSPFF
is made up of two components: (1) Circuit (2) Static latch
explicit pulse generation. There are four inverters and two
NMOS-pass transistors in the explicit pulse generator. The
delayed and inverted signal, respectively CLK2 and CLK3,
is produced. In the drain of the NMOS transistor N5, the
delayed CLK2 clock signal is inserted at the similar period
that the N5 gate can be operated by the CLK clock signal.
The CLK3 inverted clock has been used in the channel of
the other NMOS junction transistor N6, at which point the
CLK1 inverted clock signal can be regulated at the time.
These two signals produce a small sample window, as seen
in the diagram, both on the elevated and dropping clock
edges [16].
The N1 and N2 pass transistors are enabled to test data

inputs during the sampling process. The D and DB data
inputs are incorporated in the N1 and N2 transistors into
the SB and S static nodes. It helps to keep the wait mini-
mum. The floating of the SB and S static nodes are oper-
ated by the N3 and N4 weak NMOS transistors. If the data
entry D is strong, the weak NMOS transistor N4 immedi-
ately loads the statistic node SB. The reversed data input
will be tiny, while the NMOS transistor P2 upto Vdd will
charge the static node S. During another sample time, D
is low and the static node SB is modified to V through the
PMOS transistor. Simultaneously with the feeble NMOS
transistor N4 is unloaded the static node SB. The key pur-
pose of DETSPFF is to remove unintended transforma-
tions. While the next input is the same as the previous
input, the transformation inside the circuit happens again.
This means an undesirable transition.

2.3. Adaptive Clocking Dual Edge Triggered Sense
Amplifier Flip-Flop

The flip-flop sensor amplifier (ACSAFF) schematic dia-
gram for adaptive clocking of dual edge [5, 14] is shown
in Figure 3. ACSAFF is mostly assisted by Ref. [1] the
inverter chain clock [2]. Circuit front end [3]. Latch. Latch.
Latch. Used to create delayed clock signals is the clock
inverter chain. The NC node is extracted from the front
end circuit which, in low operation, disables the clock
inverter chain [4]. Both CLK and CLK3 have been high
on the CLK climbing edge for a small period and both
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Fig. 1. Illustration diagram of proposed circuit (a) dual pulse generator (b) static latch.

CLK1 and CLK4 have both been very high on one CLK
climbing edge for a small period. The delays on the front
end circuit are applied. If D is not the same as Q data
entry, the NC node is charged through N5 and N6 (or)
N7 and N8 transistors. Inverted and delayed signals CLK3
and CLK4, the NIC1- and NIC2-transistor signals will be
turned on to create the small sample window at the rising
or dropping clock edges. The SB (or) RB Node creates
an ACSAFF [5], I latch, unloading path during the narrow
sample time. The NC node is pushed down via the N2 and
the N1 (or) N3 and N4 transistors as the performance shifts
when the NC node deactivates the inverter clock chain.
If input D is equal to output, Q, SB and RB nodes will
keep their previous output high and latch will keep it high.
At low switching operation, ACSEFF saves more energy,
but needs more junction transistor to incorporate input
clocking.

2.4. Dual-Edge Triggered Sense Amplifier Flip-Flop
Figure 4 shows the diagram [4, 7] of the dual-edge flip-flop
sensor amplifier (DET SAFF). The DETSAFF has three
main components: (1) dual pulse generator to produce
pulse signal on the edges of the up and down clock (2)
sensing system dependent on the flip-flop sensory ampli-
fier (SAFF) (3) Look. (3) Look. The DET SAFF is an
overt form because the pulse signal is produced outside the
system and added to a number of flip-flops. In the sensing
system the PMOS transistor SP bin1 is enabled, while the
node SB is preloaded to Vdd if input D is small (high).
Similarly, the PMOS SP2 transistor is enabled when input
D is high and the RB node is uploaded to Vdd (high). In
this context, the PMOS transformation driven by input in
the preload direction is SP1 and SP2.
When D is extreme, node SB is downloaded to DB at

low rate via SN1 and node RB is preloaded to Vdd dur-
ing the translucent time. Similarly, if D is low node, SB is
pre-loaded with SP1uptoVdd and RB is discharged to low
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of DETSPF (a) dual pulse generator (b) static latch.

state D during the remaining transparent time. SB and RB
transmit the signal directly into the LP1 and LP2 pull-up
transistors. Data source (D) and inverted source (DB) are
fed straight to transistor LN1 and LN2 operated NMOS
transistors. Pull up transistors and transfer transistors are
used to charge the output node Q and QB. If the flip flop
is not visible, the previous value is still maintained using
LP3, LP4, LN ltd3, and LN4 internal transistors. Although
the data change operation is minimal, the dual pulse gen-
erator causes an unwanted clock pulse. As a result, in low
switching operations, DETSAFF absorbs more power.

2.5. Clock Gated Sense Amplifier Flip-Flop
In Figure 5 you can view the clock-driven pulse gener-
ator [3, 15]. The comparator is here a significant source
for both X and Y signals. Differential inputs D and DB
are the comparator inputs. As power signals the buffered
outputs Q1 and QB1 are. Both (X & Y) signals have
respectively been introduced into the CN3 and CN4 doors.

If D differs from the Q output, the X node signal is
high and the Y node signal is low. The NMOS transis-
tor CN3 is activated and a clock sign is sent to CL via
CN3. As a gated clock, CL is titled. AT simultaneously
generates an inverted CLK1 clock signal inserted into the
CN6 passenger transistor as well as a CLK3 delay gated
clock inserted into the CP6 pass junction transistor. These
2 indicators (CLK1 and CLK3) serve as a gate control
signal (TG).
The signal for the TG input is the CL clock). At the up

and down edge of the clock the pulse is produced. In the
next n iterations, when input D is still the same, the X is
pulled down near to the ground and Y to high. Thus, the
CN3 junction transistor is disabled and the input pulse of
clock is not transferred to CL. The CL is drawn down to
the ground via CN4. The clock signal is finally blocked
and the flip flop remains invisible. In Figure 6 is presented
the schematic diagram of the Clock Gated Sense Ampli-
fier flip flop (CG-SAFF). The detection stage is identical
to DET-SAFF. The main alteration among DET-SAFF [6]
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of ACSAFF (a) adaptive clocking inverter chain (b) front end sensing stage (C) latch.

and CG-SAFF in the latching phase is the former require-
ment of pulses but no pulse signal is needed in the lat-
ter phase. The buffers are created with differential out-
puts Q1 and QB1, used to create X and Y rather than
Q and QB.

3. PROPOSED METHOD TO REDUCE
POWER LEAKAGE

3.1. Sleep Method
This paper deals with CGSAFF’s suggestion for a new
sleep technique [9–13] to decrease leakage and complex
dissipation. High-threshold transistors in the sleeping pro-
cedure are taken into consideration. The pMOS transistor
sleep configuration is taken among the source power, the

VDD network And a sleep transistor nMOS and pull-up
mechanism between the network and the GND field. The
solution planned as seen in Figure 6.
Once the electric circuit is in energetic position, the

sleep transistor is activated and switched off if the cir-
cuit is inactive. This is the following. By cutting the logic
circuit off from power supply and soil voltage in sleep-
ing condition, this technique decreases the sub threshold
outflow current. The transistors of sleep are sleep driven.
The S and S’ Signal Characteristic. The sleep signal S
is kept at a logic level of 1 tension during daily activity
and the supplementary sleep symbol S’ at a logic level
of 0 tension. The Pull down network and Pull Up Net-
work circuit works like a conventional inverter. During
the usual operations of the M1 and M2 transistors the
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of DETSAFF (a) dual pulse generator (b) sensing stage (c) latch.

Virtual Vss node will also be on the ground and the Virtual
Vdd node will be on Vdd. This results in reversed output
by the inverter. If the inverter needs to work in standby
or sleep method, the S signal will be retained at logic
0 and the S signal at logic 1 will be kept. This ensures
that all networks reach a cut off condition (pull down and

pull up). The virtual Vss node is therefore virtual and
the Virtual Vdd node practically powerful. The inverter
then enters idle mode. The theoretical Vss increases due
to the cut-off M1 and M2 transistors; the possible Vdd
decreases. Pull Down Network’s source of body potential
increases and increases Pull Down Network’s threshold
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of CG-SAFF (a) clock-gated pulse generator (b) sensing stage (c) latching stage.

voltage. This decreases the Pull Down Network’s sub-
threshold current. In the Virtual Vdd and Virtual Vdd, the
size of the stacked sleep transistors (W/L) defines pos-
sible stages. The sleep inverter reduces the capacity of
the leakage. But it lacks state information as it goes into
idle mode.
According to VLSI theory, static power is commensu-

rate with the voltage, whereas power declines at a lower
voltage. The dissipation of the leakage power in the circuit
is condensed by the sleep transistor. The PMOS transis-
tor functions as a resistance in this technology, reducing
the VDD’s power release to the pull up junction tran-
sistor. At the connection points between the PMOS and
the Pull Up Network [17], the simulated power supply is
voltages. The NMOS connects from a virtual source to the
network.

3.2. Proposed System Design
In this work Clock Gated Sense Amplifier Flip-Flop (FF)
has the weaker characteristics and implements the new
sense-amplifier which is built using the Flip-Flop circuits
with the part of sleep transistor circuit. This transistor cir-
cuit consists of different characteristic features with the
higher speediness and decreased power usage. The sense-
amplifier flip-flop circuit is proposed by the various sleep-
ing factor which is implemented within the devices such as
microchips, Digital Components, and the real time appli-
cations. Sleep methods are also developed to reduce power
leakage dissipation. Figure 7 below shows the updated CG-
SAFF design. The transistor of both PMOS and NMOS
are mounted in one component of the flip-flop. Therefore,
when it is not necessary and when an input adjustment for
the flip-flop is not needed, the proposed clock-gating tech-
nique has been found to disconnect the switch. Dynamic
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M1

M2

Fig. 6. Sleep approach.

power consumption can be minimised by clock gating
techniques with SAFF. CG-SAFF will save up to 30 per
cent of power during zero-input shifting operation using
the sleep transistor. For different sequence device designs,
the proposed Flip-Flop may be used. Displays Figure 8
Changed concept waveform for CG-SAFF.

To reduce the leakage power consumption, the technique
proposed is indicated as CG-SAFF. This implemented

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram modified CG-SAFF.

technique is subjected towards the higher performance
which acquires less power than the other techniques. So,
the proposed technique is used in the various applications.
The proposed various stages such as the Pulse Phase,

sensing and latching phase is shown in the Figures 8 and 9.
The proposed technique at the sensing stage is termed
as the conditional pre-charging method which is used to
reduce the redundancy of the interior nodal point. By the
reflection of two input points such as PMOS transistors in
inbuilt in the way of nodal point. The condition is based
on the nodal point that the D value remains at the higher
range during the n cycles. Due to the higher range of D,
SB tends to be discharged. For instance, during the (n−1)
cycles, the SB waveform tends to be lower where the clock
pulse is higher. The RB point within the first cycle remains
to be higher in the pulse region due to the pre-charged
factor. The pre-charging stage is controlled with the con-
ditional factor, pull down pathway of SB and RB region
is critical with the individual one junction transistor. This
transistor will decrease the settling time within the circuit.
Due to the reduction in the discharging time, power will
be low, delay will be minimized and therefore speed will
be higher.

4. RESULT
Table I shows the influence of the power factor between
CG-SAFF and modified CG-SAFF. This work is subject
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Fig. 8. Pulse phase for proposed method.

Fig. 9. Sensing and latching phase for proposed method.

to a reduction in leakage power usage in the proposed
CGSAFF. CG-SAFF will save up to 30% power during
the non-input shifting phase with a sleep transistor. For
different sequential device architectures, the proposed flip-
flop may be used.
Comparison of CG SAFF Parameter Assessment and

the design proposed. For the proposed amended CG-SAFF,
Figure 10 shows the output waveform. Power is lowered
by up to 30 percent as opposed to the original CG-SAFF

adjusted CG-SAFF. With low power operation, the

adjusted CG-SAFF is better for a low power consumption.

When comparing to current design, the planned CGSAFF
design delay is reduced 33.34 percentage. Therefore, this

current concept speed is improved here by a reduction in

delay. It is derived from the data that there is a lower

time lag than other FFs for the proposed MCG-SAFF.
The delay was reduced by 33.34 percent. For simulation,
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Table I. Influence of power factor between CG-SAFF and modified
CG-SAFF.

Parameter CG-SAFF MCG-SAFF

Energy (mw) 79 53
Data to Q delay (Sec) 8.999 3.004
Clock to Q delay (Sec) 5.999 5.004
Number of transistors 38 36
Rise time (ps) 79.06 92.16
Fall time (ps) 78.47 91.26
MOCF (GHz) 1.25 1.25

Fig. 10. Simulation waveform of modified CG-SAFF.

different test models can be used for simulating the FF
designs.

5. CONCLUSION
The proposed MCGDET-SAFF is not designed directly
from the basic Flip Flop design circuit. To obtain the final
circuit with high efficiency in terms of low power and high
speed, a stage wise improvement/modification is done on
the edge triggered Flip Flop. For instance, a sense ampli-
fied Flip Flop is incorporated with the clock gating for
reducing the power consumption and reducing the mem-
ory. Then it will be extended into dual edge triggered clock
gated sense amplifier Flip Flop. Finally, the CGDETSAFF
remains modified into MCGDET-SAFF and it can provide
very less power consumption and it will increase the speed
in the application.
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Introduction
Nanoscience and nanotechnology primarily deal with the synthesis, 

characterization, exploration, and exploitation of nanomaterials. 
Carbon, one of the most common atoms on Earth, occurs naturally 
in many forms and as a component in countless substances which 
are called allotropes of carbon. Graphene, a “wonder material” is the 
world’s thinnest, strongest, and stiffest material, as well as being an 
excellent conductor of heat and electricity. It is the basic building block 
of other important allotropes. Graphene oxide (GO) is of great interest 
due to its low cost, easy access, and widespread ability to convert to 
graphene. Scalability is also a much desired feature. 

Graphene oxide is graphite that has been oxidized to intersperse 
the carbon layers with oxygen molecules, and then reduced, to separate 
the carbon layers completely into individual or few layer graphene. 
Graphene oxide is effectively a by-product of this oxidation as when the 
oxidizing agents react with graphite, the interplanar spacing between 
the layers of graphite is increased. The completely oxidized compound 
can then be dispersed in a base solution such as water, and graphene 
oxide is then produced [1-22].

A large number of oxygen-containing functional groups have 
been introduced onto both sides of a single graphite sheet (namely, 
graphene). The implantation of functional groups overcomes the inter-
sheet van der Waals force and enlarges the interlayer spacing. The 
sheets in such an expanded structure are then easily pulled open using 
an external force such as sonication. That is, the expanded graphite is 
exfoliated into multi-layered or even single-layered sheets. Generally, 
the oxidized graphene sheets, namely, GO, acquire multiple defects 
and the degree of the defects is subject to the additive amount of 
oxidant and the oxidizing time [22]. GO is produced by the oxidative 
treatment of graphite by one of the principle methods developed by 
Brodie, Hummers or Staudenmeir. 

Properties of GO

Graphene oxide, like graphite oxide, is often described as an 
electrical insulator, due to the disruption of its sp2 bonding networks. 
In actuality, this is not entirely true. The ability for graphene oxide 
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Abstract
Technology research in nanotechnology promises breakthroughs in areas such as materials and manufacturing, 

nanoelectronics, medicine and healthcare, energy, biotechnology, information technology, and national security. One 
of the crucial bottlenecks for the application of graphene-based systems in materials science is their mass production. 
Meeting the requirements, graphene oxide (GO) has been considered widely as a prominent precursor and a starting 
material for the synthesis of this processable material. This work describes the synthesis of Graphene oxide (GO) by 
both Hummer’s and Modified Hummer’s method and its characterization by XRD, FT-IR spectroscopy and SEM. The 
results obtained from the characterization techniques mentioned above is also explained. This GO acts as a base 
material for the future application of water purification, super capacitors and as a composite in antibacterial activity, 
solar cells and coatings.

to conduct electrons depends on the amount of oxidization in the 
compound, as well as the method of synthesis. It’s the oxidization in the 
solution that disturbs electrical conductivity, so while highly oxidized 
graphene oxide would be a very poor conductor of electricity, even if 
graphene oxide were to be heavily reduced, though it would possibly 
be able to conduct electricity, it would still not perform as well as high 
quality graphene monolayers in terms of electron mobility. 

However, there are methods that can be used to counteract 
this situation, and those are by a process often referred to as 
functionalization, which means to chemically modify a substance in 
order to develop its properties to suit a specific application. The main 
properties include: 1) Hygroscopicity, 2) Dispersibility and 3) Toxicity 
[23-31].

Functionalization of graphene oxide can fundamentally change 
graphene oxide’s electrical properties. The resulting chemically 
modified graphenes (CMGs) could then potentially become much 
more adaptable for almost limitless applications. There are many ways 
in which graphene oxide can be functionalized, depending on the 
desired application. 

Methods and Materials
GO consists of graphene sheets decorated mostly with epoxide 

and hydroxyl groups. Rapid heating of GO results in expansion 
and delamination, due to evaporation of the intercalated water and 
evolution of gases from pyrolysis of the oxygen containing functional 
groups. The structure and properties of GO depend on the synthesis 
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method and degree of oxidation. The most common method of 
synthesis is chemical method of synthesis by Hummer’s method [28]. 
This method of synthesis can be varied by varying the oxidizing agents 
used to exfoliate graphite flakes. Here, we represent two method of 
synthesis technique one is by common method and other by modified 
method of synthesis namely, Hummer’s and Modified Hummer’s 
method of synthesis.

Chemicals required

Graphite Flakes (acid treated 99%, Asbury Carbons), Sodium 
nitrate (98%, Nice chemicals), Potassium permanganate (99%, RFCL), 
Hydrogen peroxide (40% wt, Emplura), Sulphuric acid (98%, ACS), 
Hydrochloric acid (35%, RANKEM).

Hummer’s method of synthesis

Graphene oxide was synthesized by Hummers method through 
oxidation of graphite. The stepwise preparation is given as follows:

1. Graphite flakes (2 g) and NaNO3 (2 g) were mixed in 50 mL of 
H2SO4 (98%) in a 1000 mL volumetric flask kept under at ice 
bath (0-5°C) with continuous stirring.

2. The mixture was stirred for 2 hrs at this temperature and 
potassium permanganate (6 g) was added to the suspension 
very slowly. The rate of addition was carefully controlled to 
keep the reaction temperature lower than 15°C.

3. The ice bath was then removed, and the mixture was stirred at 
35°C until it became pasty brownish and kept under stirring 
for 2 days.

4. It is then diluted with slow addition of 100 ml water. The 
reaction temperature was rapidly increased to 98°C with 
effervescence, and the color changed to brown color.

5. Further this solution was diluted by adding additional 200 ml 
of water stirred continuously.

6. The solution is finally treated with 10 ml H2O2 to terminate the 
reaction by appearance of yellow color.

7. For purification, the mixture was washed by rinsing and 
centrifugation with 10% HCl and then deionized (DI) water 
several times. 

8. After filtration and drying under vacuum at room temperature, 
the graphene oxide (GO) was obtained as a powder.

Modified Hummer’s method of synthesis

 This modified method of synthesis involves both oxidation 
and exfoliation of graphite sheets due to thermal treatment of solution. 
The stepwise synthesis method is given as follows:

1. Graphite flakes (2 g) and NaNO3 (2 g) were mixed in 90 mL of 
H2SO4 (98%) in a 1000 ml volumetric flask kept under at ice 
bath (0-5ºC) with continuous stirring.

2. The mixture was stirred for 4 hrs at this temperature and 
potassium permanganate (12 g) was added to the suspension 
very slowly. The rate of addition was carefully controlled to 
keep the reaction temperature lower than 15º C.

3. The mixture is diluted with very slow addition of 184 ml 
water and kept under stirring for 2 hrs. The ice bath was then 
removed, and the mixture was stirred at 35°C for 2 hrs.

4. The above mixture is kept in a reflux system at 98°C for 10-15 
min. After 10 min, change the temperature to 30°C which gives 
brown colored solution.

5. Again after 10 min, change it to 25°C, and maintain the 
temperature for 2 hrs.

6. The solution is finally treated with 40 ml H2O2 by which color 
changes to bright yellow.

7. 200 ml of water is taken in two separate beakers and equal 
amount of solution prepared is added and stirred for 1 hr.

8. It is then kept without stirring for 3-4 hrs, where the particles 
settles at the bottom and remaining water is poured to filter.

9. The resulting mixture is washed repeatedly by centrifugation 
with 10% HCl and then with deionized (DI) water several times 
until it forms gel like substance (pH- neutral).

10. After centrifugation the gel like substance is vacuum dried at 
60°C for more than 6 hrs to GO powder.

The following Figure 1 shows the synthesized GO solution as well 
as powder form.

Results and Discussions
The synthesized GO by Hummer’s and Modified Hummer’s 

methods are characterized by X-Ray Diffraction Analysis (XRD), 
Fourier Transform- Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR), Raman 
Spectroscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) & FESEM.

XRD analysis
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) is the most widely used technique 

for general crystalline material characterization. It is used to Measure 
the average spacing’s between layers or rows of atoms, determine the 
orientation of a single crystal or grain. The XRD pattern obtained for 
as synthesized GO nanoparticles by Hummer’s method is shown in 
Figure 2. 

It shows the diffraction peak at 2θ=100, which is mainly due to the 
oxidation of graphite. The diffraction peak of pure graphite is found 
around 260, corresponding to the highly organized layer structure with 
an interlayer distance of 0.34 nm along the (002) orientation is shown 
as inset in Figure 2. The XRD pattern for synthesized GO by Modified 
Hummer’s method is shown in Figure 3.

The disappearance of the peak at 260 and appearance of the peak at 
100, shows that the product is completely oxidized after the chemical 
oxidation and exfoliation, indicating an increase in d-spacing from 
0.34 nm to 0.82 nm.

 

Figure 1: Images of synthesized GO solution and powder.
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FT-IR analysis

It is a technique adopted to obtain an infrared spectrum of 
absorption, emission, and photoconductivity of a solid, liquid or 
gas. Also it can be utilized to quantitative analysis of an unknown 
mixture. FTIR measurement was employed to investigate the bonding 
interactions in graphene before and after the oxidation process. It 
assumes the intensities of the peaks are directly related to the amount 
of sample present.

Figure 4 shows that synthesized GO has a peak at 1081 cm-1 
which is attributed to the C-O bond, confirming the presence of oxide 
functional groups after the oxidation process. The peaks in the range of 
1630 cm-1 to 1650 cm-1 show that the C=C bond still remained before 
and after the oxidation process. The absorbed water in GO is shown by 
a broad peak at 2885 cm-1 to 3715 cm-1, contributed by the O-H stretch 
of H2O molecules. This supports the fact that GO is a highly absorptive 
material, as verified by its ability to become a gel-like solution.

SEM analysis

Scanning Electron microscopy provides morphology and structure 
of nanomaterials. Figure 5a shows the SEM image of typical graphite. 
From SEM image it is clear that how the sheets are stalked together in 
Figure 5a. Figure 5b shows the SEM image of exfoliated GO. It clearly 

shows that how the graphene sheets are exfoliated.

FESEM analysis

The grain size and surface morphology were observed by the field 
emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). FESEM images 
of the Graphene Oxide (GO) have well defined and interlinked 
three-dimensional Graphene sheets, forming a porous network that 
resembles a loose sponge like structure as shown in Figure 6.

Raman spectrum analysis

Raman spectroscopy is a widely used tool for the characterization 
of carbon products, especially considering the fact that conjugated & 
double carbon- carbon bonds lead to high Raman intensities. Figure 7 

Figure 2: XRD of GO by Hummer’s method (inset shows XRD of graphite).

 

Figure 3: XRD of GO by Modified Hummer’s method.

 

Figure 4: FT-IR spectrum of GO.

 

Figure 5: SEM images of (a) Graphite and (b) GO.

 

Figure 6: FESEM images of GO at magnification (a) 24000 and (b) 50000.
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shows the Raman spectrum of GO, where the in-phase vibration (G 
band) of GO is at 1567.04 nm and the disorder band (D band) of GO 
is at 1339.22 nm.

Conclusion
The Graphene oxide thus synthesized by Hummer’s & Modified 

Hummer’s method in this work shows the simple and convenient 
method of synthesis. This work confirms the existence of oxygen 
functional groups by XRD and presence of C-O and C=C bonds by 
FT-IR analysis. Also the exfoliation of graphene sheets is confirmed 
by SEM image. Thus, the synthesized GO shows many interesting and 
unique properties that can be applied in variety of applications. 
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Abstract 

Cerebrum is the most unpredictable organ in the human body. The mind makes a scope of electric 
potential for each activity done by the human. For cerebrum judgment the Electroenchaphalogram 
(EEG) is the sign of investment. Be that as it may EEG which ought to peruse the scalp electrical 
movement of the human body likewise understands its physiological and additional physiological 
exercises which are altogether called as 'antiques'. These ancient rarities which are the obstruction 
to EEG ought to be dispensed with for fitting conclusion. In this paper, four systems are produced 
for the effective evacuation of antiquities. The main technique portrays the fundamental standard 
behind the free part examination method. The second technique proposes rule behind the neuro 
fluffy framework obviously. The third strategy displays the guideline of Haar transform. This 
transform cross-duplicates a capacity against the Haar wavelet with different movements and 
extends, in the same way as the Fourier transform cross-reproduces a capacity against a sine wave 
with two stages and numerous extends. The fourth system shows the points of interest behind the 
multiwavelet transform. They are characterized utilizing a few wavelets with a few scaling 
capacities. Multiwavelet has a few favorable circumstances in examination with scalar wavelet. The 
peculiarities, for example, smaller help, orthogonally, symmetry, and higher request rough guess 
are known to be critical in sign preparing. In this system thresholding strategy is utilized for sign 
de-noising. It can be seen that the Multiwavelet transform is more efficient in removal of artifacts 
than the other methods namely ICA, Neuro fuzzy filter and Haar wavelet transform. The efficiency 
is measured in terms of SNR, SDR and Correlation factor. 
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1. Introduction 

Electroenchaphalogram is a medical imaging technique that reads scalp electrical activity generated 
by brain structures. Thus it helps in the analysis of actual health of the brain. In the EEG Electrical 
activity is recorded from the scalp surface after being picked up by metal electrodes and conductive 
media.The standard placement guide for the electrodes used in EEG measurement is the 10-20 
system of electrode placement. Historically EEG is often divided into five major types of continues 
rhythmic sinusoidal waves (δ, θ, α, β and ɤ) based on series of frequency range (1). The EEG is 
designed to amplify those electrical signals developed by the brain. However, additional electrical 
activity generated by the human body (physiological) and from external sources (extra 
physiological) is often also recorded in the EEG. This activity, collectively termed as artifacts, 
creates a problem in EEG analysis as it can very often mimic or obscure the underlying cerebral 
activity of interest. This problem could be eliminated by employing certain methods which can 
yield the original EEG. In this thesis, various methods are proposed to remove the Artifacts and 
retain the signal information. Artifact removal is the process of identifying and removing artifacts 
from brain signals (2). An artifact removal method should be able to remove the artifacts as well as 
keep the related neurological phenomenon intact. 

2. Literature Survey 

Artifact removal is the process of identifying and removing artifacts from brain signals. An artifact 
removal method should be able to remove the artifacts as well as keep the related neurological 
phenomenon intact (4) & (10). 

 Principle Component Analysis: Lagerlundet.al used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
to remove the artifacts from EEG. It outperformed the regression based methods. 
However, PCA cannot completely separate OA from EEG, when both the waveforms have 
similar voltage magnitudes. PCA decomposes the leads into uncorrelated, but not 
necessarily independent components that are spatially orthogonal and thus it cannot deal 
with higher-order statistical dependencies. 

 Canonical Correlation Analysis: The Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) is developed 
to overcome the disadvantages of ICA. CCA is used as a Blind Source Separation 
technique (BSS) for artifacts removal from EEG signal. CCA based BSS method utilizes 
the temporal auto correlation in the source signal as a contrast function. It measures the 
linear relationship between two multi-dimensional variables, by finding two bases and 
bases are optimal with respect to correlation. CCA method has considerable amount of 
spectral error and thus it cannot be implemented in real time. 

 Regression Method: It is based on complex regression analysis. It is suitable for handling 
transfer of EOG activity to EEG which can have different frequency and phase 
characteristics, because the regression formula is used in frequency domain. A complex 
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regression coefficient (P(jw))for EOG and EEG is calculated and then a common 
regression is removed from EEG. It is found that the complex regression coefficient 
(P(jw)) is used in the subtraction formula. This technique is demanding because it requires 
quantitative data relating to several thousand individuals. Implementing the data collection 
can be time consuming and expensive. 

 Subtraction Method: Subtraction methods are based on the assumption that the measured 
EEG is a linear combination of an original EEG and a signal caused any sort of body 
movement E.g. Eye movement, called EOG (Electrooculogram) is a potential produced by 
movement of the eye or eyelid. The original EEG is hence recovered by subtracting 
separately recorded EOG from the measured EEG using appropriate weights. This method 
holds good for even the other type of Artifacts such as EMG, ECG, etc. 

2.Materials and Methods 

2.1. ICA Model 

A simple mathematical representation of ICA model [6] is as follows: Consider a simple linear 

model which consists of N sources of T samples i.e. )](....)(....)1([ TstssS iiii  . The symbol t, 

here represents time but it may represent some other parameter like space. M weighted mixtures of 

the sources are observed as X, where )]().....()....1([ TxtxxX iiii   . This can be represented as 

in Eqn. (1)   

x= As + n                 (1) 

Where  
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and n represents the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). It is assumed that there are at least 
as many observations as sources i.e., NM  . The NM  matrix A is represented as in Eqn(3) 
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A is called the mixing matrix. The estimation of the matrix S with knowledge of X is the linear 
source separation problem. 

The number of observed signals, m, is greater than or equal to the number of latent 
variables, n (i.e. nm  ). If n > m, we come to a special category of Independent Component 
Analysis called ICA with over-complete bases(6).In such a case the mixed signals do not have 
enough information to separate the independent components. There have been attempts to solve this 
particular problem but no rigorous proofs exist as of yet.  If m > n then there is redundancy in the 
mixed signals. The ICA model works ideally when n = m. The mixing matrix is of full column 
rank, which means that the rows of the mixing matrix are linearly independent. If the mixing matrix 
is not of full rank then the mixed signals will be linear multiples of one another. The propagation 
delay of the mixing medium is negligible. ICA has been used to correct for ocular artifacts, as well 
as artifacts generated by other sources. ICA is an extension of PCA which not only decorrelates but 
can also deal with higher order statistical dependencies. However, the ICA components lack the 
important variance maximization property possessed by the PCA components 
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Fig. 1. General Block Diagram 
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2.2.Neuro-Fuzzy Filter 

Neuro-Fuzzy framework is a mix of fake neural systems and the fuzzy rationale. It is cross breed 
framework. Each smart part has its own particular point of interest and weakness. For example on 
the off chance that we take the neural systems they are great at perceiving the examples of signs 
however not great at clarifying how they achieve their conclusions. Then again, the fluffy 
frameworks have a decent rationale behind their choice however can't naturally obtain the 
principles they used to make those decisions.The above reasons are the focal main impetus for 
hybridization. The systems are joined together to conquer the limits of the individual procedure. 
This helpful methodologies use neural system to make best utilization of specific parameters of 
fluff frameworks and the other way around. This neuro-fluffy methodology is extremely 
guaranteeing for non-straight albeit for the most part thought to be the acknowledgment of a fluffy 
framework through connectionist system(14).  

Two conceivable models of neuro-fluffy frameworks are:  

• In reaction to semantic explanations, the fluffy interface square gives an information vector to 
a multi-layer neural system. The neural system can be adjusted  (prepared) to yield sought 
summon yields or choices.  

• A multi-layered  neural system drives the fluffy derivation component.  

 Neural systems are utilized to tune enrollment capacities of fuzzy frameworks that are utilized 
as choice making frameworks for controlling supplies . Al however fluffy rationale can  encode 
master learning specifically utilizing tenets with phonetic marks, it normally takes a considerable 
measure of time to plan and tune  the enrollment capacities which quantitatively characterize these 
semantic names. Neural system learning systems can computerize this methodology and 
considerably lessen advancement time and expense while enhancing execut. 

2.3.Methodology of Neuro-fuzzy Filter 

The computational process envisioned for fuzzy neural systems is as follows. It starts with the 
development of a” fuzzy neuron” based on the understanding of biological neuronal morphologies, 
followed by learning mechanisms [9]. This leads to the following three steps in a fuzzy neural 
computational process. 

 Development of fuzzy neural models motivated by biological neurons. 

 Models of synaptic connections which incorporates fuzziness in to neural network. 

 Development of learning algorithms ( the method of adjusting the synaptic  weights). 

The fig .2 gives the pictorial representation of the neuro-fuzzy filter. It includes subnet works. The 
circle denotes aggregation techniques. In this study, we have taken signals namely artifacts and 
delayed artifacts as inputs and measured EEG signal as target for training the Neuro-Fuzzy filter 
structure. We have used generalized bell type as membership function for tuning the 
parameters(11). The filter has the following structure, 
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Fig. 2: Structure of Neuro-Fuzzy Filter 

Layer 1: The output of the node is the degreeto which the given input satisfies the linguistic label 
associated to this node . 

Layer 2: Each node computes the firing strength of the associated rule. The nodes of this layer are 
called rule nodes. 

The output of top neuron is: 

                                α1 = L1 (a1) L2 (a2) L3 (a3)       (4) 

The output of the middle neuron is: 

                                α2 = H
1
 (a1) H2 (a2) L3 (a3)       (5)  

And the output of the bottom neuron is: 

                                 α3 = H1 (a1) H2 (a2) H3 (a3)                               (6) 

Layer 3: This layer is labeled as N to indicate the normalization of the firing levels. The output of 
the top, middle and bottom neuron is the normalized firing level of the corresponding rule: 

                                       
1

1
1 2 3


 

  
      (7)    
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      (9) 

Layer 4: The output of the top, middle and bottomneuron is the product of the normalized firing 
Level. 

                                    β1z1 = β1VB - 1  (α1)      (10) 

                                     β2z2 = β2B - 1  (α2)        (11) 

                                     β3z3 = β3S - 1  (α3)                                    (12) 

Layer 5: The single node in this layer computesthe overall system output as the sum of all incoming 
signals. 

                                    z0 = β1z1 +β3z2 +β3z3                                     (13) 

The various artifacts mixed in the EEG signal cannot be filtered directly because they pass 
through the human body and turn into an interference component. This interference component 
cannot be estimated directly because the spectrum of the EEG signal and the interference signal 
overlap each other and also because of the characteristics of noise and the EEG signal which vary 
with time. 

2.4. Haar Transform 

The Haar transform is the simplest of the wavelet transforms. This transform cross-multiplies a 
function against the Haar wavelet with various shifts and stretches, like the Fourier transform cross-
multiplies a function against a sine wave with two phases and many stretches. The Haar transform 
can be thought of as a sampling process in which rows of the transformation matrix act as samples 
of finer and finer resolution (3). It provides shortest path and Time consumption is less. The Haar 
wavelet's mother wavelet function ψ(t) can be described as 

 

    1 0 ≤ t < ½, 

  

            ψ(t) =  -1 ½ ≤ t < 1,     (14)         

    1            otherwise. 
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Its scaling function ɸ(t) can be described as 

 

1 1 ≤ t < 1, 

ɸ(t) =                                                                                                                    (15) 

                             0 otherwise. 

 

Any continuous real function can be approximated by linear combinations of ɸ (t), ɸ (2t), 
ɸ (4t)….. ɸ (2kt)… and their shifted functions. This extends to those function spaces where any 
function therein can be approximated by continuous functions. 

(i) Any continuous real function can be approximated by linear combinations of the constant 
function(t) ,ψ(2t) ,ψ(4t)…… ψ(2k t)… and their shifted  functions. 

(ii) Orthogonally in the form 

                       (16) 

        Here δi,j represents the Kronecker delta. The dual function of ψ(t) is ψ(t) itself. 

(iii)  Wavelet/scaling functions with different scale m have a functional relationship:  

       ɸ (t) = ɸ (2t) + ɸ (2t − 1)                                                                   (17) 

By analysing the frequency spread of the EEG data that contained the Artefacts, 
researchers found that the difference in the frequency of the spikes caused due to rapid eye blink 
and the EEG signal could be used along with a simultaneous recording of the EOG to detect and 
remove these Artefacts(7). But correlation of the EEG and EOG is futile, especially because of the 
inherent corruption of EEG data by the restraint on the user’s eye movements and blinks.EEG 
signal and EOG signal is taken at 1x4000.It is then sampled at1x1000. The EEG recordings are 
contaminated by EOG signal. The EOG signal is a non-cortical activity.  The eye and brain 
activities have physiologically separate sources, so the recorded EEG is a superposition of the true 
EEG and some portion of the EOG signal (12).  

The proposed Algorithm in this paper involves the following steps:  

i) Apply Discrete Wavelet Transform to the contaminated EEG with Haar wavelet as the 
basis function to detect the Artefact zone. 

ii) Apply Stationary Wavelet Transform with Coif 3 as the basis function to the contaminated 
EEG with OA zones identified for removing Artefacts.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orthogonality
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kronecker_delta
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dual_function
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iii) For each identified OA zone, select optimal threshold limit at each level of decomposition 
based on minimum Risk value and apply that to the soft-like thresholding function which 
best removes noise.  

iv) Apply inverse stationary wavelet transform to the threshold wavelet coefficients to obtain 
the de-noised EEG signal. 

   Haar wavelet transforms have single scaling function and single wavelet function. It is in 
the form of Square. So all the Signal to be analysed in the Square form only (8). It can better 
representation of Approximation only. Detailed representation is very less. To overcome this 
Disadvantage we move to Multiwavelet Transform. Multiwavelet transform Represent both 
approximation and Detailed better than wavelet transform. 

3.Multiwavelet Transform 

Multiwavelets are defined using several wavelets with several scaling functions. Multiwavelets 
have several advantages in comparison with scalar wavelet. The features such as compact support, 
orthogonally, symmetry, and high order approximation are known to be important in signal 
processing (5). A scalar wavelet cannot possess all these properties at the same time. On the other 
hand, a Multiwavelet system can simultaneously provide perfect reconstruction while preserving 
length (Orthogonally), good performance at the boundaries (via linear-phase symmetry), and a high 
order of approximation (vanishing moments) (JPEG2000 Overview).Thus Multiwavelet offer the 
possibility of superior performance and high degree of freedom for image processing applications, 
compared with scalar wavelets . A Multiwavelet with r scaling functions and r wavelet functions is 
said to have multiplicity r. When r = 1, one scaling function and one wavelet function, the 
Multiwavelet system reduces to the scalar wavelet system. Multiwavelets have two or more scaling 
functions and wavelet functions (13). For notational difference the set of scaling functions can be 
written using the vector notation 

(t)= [ɸ1(t),ɸ2(t),…….,ɸr(t)]T                                                  (18) 

Where, ɸ(t) is  called the multi-scaling function. Likewise the Multiwavelet function is defined 
from the set of wavelet function  

                                                                                   (19) 

                       r=1, ψ (t) is called a scalar wavelet or simply called wavelet.  

Multiwavelets differ from scalar wavelet systems in requiring two or more input streams 
to the Multiwavelet filter bank. Multiwavelets are an extension of the scalar wavelet to the vector 
case. As in the scalar wavelet case, the theory of Multiwavelet is based on the idea of 
multiresolution analysis (MRA). The difference is that Multiwavelet has several scaling functions. 
For Multiwavelets, the notion of MRA is the same except that now a basis for V0 and V1 is 
generated by translates of N scaling functions.  

ɸ1(t-k),ɸ2(t-k)…….ɸN(t-k)               (20) 
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The multi scaling function and the Multiwavelet function will satisfy matrix dilation as in 
the following equations. 

ɸ (t) = Kɸ (2t-k)           (21) 

 

Ψ (t) = kɸ (2t-k)           (22) 

             The filter coefficients Hk and Gk are N by N matrices instead of scalar. Corresponding to 
each Multiwavelet system, there is a matrix-valued multi-rate filter bank. A Multiwavelet filter 
bank has “taps” that are N × N matrices. The 4-coefficient symmetric Multiwavelet filter bank 
whose low pass filter is given by the four N × N matrices named C. Unlike a scalar 2-band Para 
unitary filter bank, the corresponding high pass filter specified by the four N × N matrices named 
D, cannot be obtained simply as an “alternating flip” of the low pass filter; the wavelet filters D 
must be designed. The resulting N channel, N × N matrix filter bank operates on N input data 

Streams, filtering them into 2N output streams, each of which is down sampled by a factor of 2. 

 4. Multiwavelet Denoising Technique 

Suppose one has to measure a signal on which an external noise is super imposed. EEG the true 
signal S(t) and the external noise ᶓ(t),So that the measured signal can be written in the form 

                                           X(t)=S(t)+ ᶓ(t)                 (23) 

The only assumptions needed are that S(t) and  ε (t) are uncorrelated and are stationary  
processes, and can be  written as equation 23.Thresholding is a technique used for signal and image 
de-noising.  When we decompose a signal using the wavelet transform, we are left with a set of 
wavelet coefficients that correlates to the high frequency sub bands (9).These high frequency sub 
bands consist of the details in the data set.  If these details are small enough, they might be omitted 
without substantially affecting the main features of the data set. The de-noising of EEG signal is 
carried out by using different combinations of threshold limit, thresholding function and window 
sizes.  Choice of threshold limit and thresholding function is a crucial step in the denoising 
procedure, as it should not remove the original signal coefficients leading to loss of critical 
information in the analyzed data (15). In this paper, the following thresholding (statistical 
empirical) formula is used for calculating the thresholding limits.  This formula produces better de-
noised results than, which is applied to the entire length of the signal. Threshold based on Statistics 
of the signal. 

                 Threshold Value 

 

                                          (24)  

 

Tk= N 
x-ζ  

x+ζ  
x 
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Window Length=10 Seconds 

Where N is a Positive Integer, ranging from 100 to 150    

           x - Mean of all samples  

          ζ - Standard deviation of all samples  

5. Results &Discussion 

EEG data with artifacts are taken from http: // www. sccn.ucsd.edu/~arno/famzdata/ 
publicly_avialble_EEG_data.html for testing the proposed methods. The effect of artifacts is 
dominant in the Frontal and fronto –polar channels like Fp1, Fp2, F7, F8.Hence it is Sufficient to 
apply the method to these channels. The proposed methods results are shown in Fig 3. In the case 
of multiwavelet transform the denoising of EEG signals is carried out by using threshold limit, 
threshold function and window Size. Choice of threshold limit and thresholding function is a 
crucial step in the de nosing procedure, as it should not remove the original signal coeffieients 
leading to loss of critical information in the Analyzed data.  

 

Fig. 3.Original, Noisy & Denoised Signal using Various Artifacts Removal 

Method 

5.1. Comparative Analysis of SNR Value using Various Methods 

The Signal to Noise Ratio of denoised Signal (Corrected EEG) using proposed methods ICA, 
Neuro fuzzy filter, Haar wavelet transform and Multiwavelet transform is summarized in Table.I. 
Conclude that the ICA method SNR value is higher than contaminated signal. Neuro-fuzzy filter 
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SNR value is higher than ICA. Haar wavelet SNR value is higher than Neuro fuzzy filter. Finally 
multiwavelet achieves high SNR value compare with other methods.           

Table I: SNR Values for Proposed Methods 

 

Trials 

Contaminated 

Signal 

SNR ( dB) 

SNR in dB for proposed Methods 

Using ICA 

Method 

(JADE) 

Neuro 

fuzzy 

Filter 

Haar wavelet 

Transform 

Multi wavelet 

Transform 

(SA4 Filter) 

Trial 1 5.5243 9.9500 14.2044 18.6276 27.9943 
Trial 2 7.2792 12.3495 21.2361 25.3578 34.9961 
Trial 3 8.6072 16.6945 22.6764 26.4352 35.2639 
Trial 4 9.3072 17.3363 24.1735 28.5073 36.8562 
Trial 5 8.3030 16.7890 23.5227 27.9367 35.3810 
 

 

Fig.4 SNR Curve for Contaminated Signal and Proposed Artifacts Removal 

Methods 

The signal to noise ratio curve for various methods along with contaminated signal is shown in                
Fig 4. This curve clearly shows that the Multiwavelet transform proves better result than other 
methods. 

5.2. Comparative Analysis of Correlation Factor for Various Methods 

Correlation Factor (CF) of denoised signal (Corrected EEG) using proposed methods ICA, Neuro 
fuzzy filter, Haar wavelet transform and Multiwavelet transform is summarized in Table.II. 
Conclude that the adaptive filter CF value is higher than contaminated signal. Neuro-fuzzy filter CF 
value is higher than adaptive filter. Haar wavelet CF value is higher than Neuro fuzzy filter. Finally 
multiwavelet achieves high CF value compare with other methods.   
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Table II. Correlation Factor Values for Proposed Methods 

Trials          

Contaminated 

Signal 

Correlation 

Factor 

Correlation factor for proposed Methods 

 ICA 

Method 

 

Neuro 

fuzzy 

Filter 

Haar wavelet 

Transform 

Multi wavelet 

Transform 

(SA4 Filter) 

Trial 1 0.2060 0.9535 0.9814 0.9932 0.9992 
Trial 2 0.6775 0.9895 0.9963 0.9986 0.9998 
Trial 3 0.6956 0.9910 0.9957 0.9986 0.9999 
Trial 4 0.8042 0.9898 0.9962 0.9986 0.9998 
Trial 5 0.3395 0.9728 0.9890 0.9960 0.9995 
  

 

Fig. 5.CF Curve for Contaminated Signal and Proposed Artifacts Removal 

Methods 

The Correlation factor curve for various methods along with contaminated signal is shown in Fig.5. 
This curve clearly shows that the Multiwavelet transform proves better result than other methods. 

5.3. Comparative Analysis of Signal Distortion Ratio for various Method 

The Signal Distortion Ratio (SDR) of denoised signal (Corrected EEG) using proposed methods 
ICA, Neuro fuzzy filter, Haar wavelet transform and Multiwavelet transform is shown in Table III. 
Conclude that the ICA method SDR value is higher than contaminated signal. Neuro-fuzzy filter 
SDR value is higher than ICA. Haar wavelet SDR value is higher than Neuro fuzzy filter. Finally 
multiwavelet achieves high SDR value compare with other methods. 
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Table III: Signal Distortion Ratio For Proposed Methods 

 

Trials 

SDR for 

contaminated 

signal 

 

SDR for proposed Methods 

 ICA 

Method 

 

Neuro 

fuzzy 

Filter 

Haar wavelet 

Transform 

Multi wavelet 

Transform 

(SA4 Filter) 

Trial 1 0.2803 9.8855 26.3292 72.9060 172.060 
Trial 2 1.3425 46.7144 132.9265 343.3833 634.460 
Trial 3 1.4479 54.1539 116.8538 349.5577 674.910 
Trial 4 1.3512 47.7420 131.0229 355.4125 614.410 
Trial 5 0.4674 17.1771 44.9023 124.0718 219.718 
   

 

Fig. 6.SDR Curve for Contaminated Signal and proposed Artifacts Removal 

Methods 

The SDR curve for various proposed methods along with contaminated signal is shown in                    
fig 6. This curve clearly shows that the Multiwavelet transform proves better result than other 
methods. 

6. Conclusion 

In recent years researchers have used both ICA algorithms and Wavelet transforms to denoise EEG 
signals. In this paper we propose a comparative evaluation method for ICA, Neuro fuzzy filter, 
Wavelet transform & Multi wavelet Transform. From the Experiment can conclude the following, 

 It can be seen from the experiments that it can successfully separate noise from EEG signals. 
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 Multiwavelet method has outperformed ICA, Neuro fuzzy filter and Wavelet Transform as 
far as SNR, SDR and Correlation factor concerned. 

 It can be seen from the experiments the powers of the spectral components have been fully   
retained. 

 Based on these results it can be concluded that Multiwavelet transform has an overall 
performance which is better than all three methods like IJADE, Haar transform and Neuro 
fuzzy filter, i.e. Multiwavelet is the most consistent and robust artifacts removal method. 
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Abstract 

 
This paper presents an effective communication method for differently-Abled persons. Emotion is 
an important aspect in the interaction between humans. It is fundamental to human experience and 
rational decision-making. Generally, normal people can easily interact with one another but Sign 
language is the only means of communication for those who are dumb and deaf. This paper 
describes the design and working of a system which is used to communicate and to detect emotions 
of dumb and deaf. Hence by this methodology differently-abled people can able to interact with 
each other and also with the normal people. The dumb people use their standard sign language 
which is not recognizable by common people. For This purpose we are converting the sign 
language into voice which is easily understandable by normal people. Sensors and electrodes are 
used to detect the sign language and emotions that are processed by microcontroller (ATMEGA) 
where the in-built ADC converts the given analog signals into digital form. Then this digital signal 
is transmitted to PC via zig-bee. The PC produces the voice output for sign language (Differently 
abled to Normal people) and voice is translated into text form(normal people to Differently-Abled) 
and their corresponding EEG signal determines the state of mind(Happy, Sad, Frustrated, etc.) 

Keywords: Flux Sensor, Speech Synthesis, EEG, ATMEGA, Amplifier. 
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1. Introduction 

―Speech‖ and ―gestures‖ are the expressions, which are mostly used in communication between 
human beings. Learning of their use begins with the first years of life. Research is in progress that 
aims to integrate gesture as an expression in Human- Computer Interaction (HCI). 

In human communication, the use of speech and gestures is completely coordinated. Machine 
gesture and sign language recognition is about recognition of gestures and sign language using 
computers. A number of hardware techniques are used for gathering information about body 
positioning; typically either image-based (using cameras, moving lights etc) or device-based (using 
instrumented gloves, position trackers etc.), although hybrids are beginning to come about [1], [2], 
[3]. 

However, getting the data is only the first step. The second step, that of recognizing the sign or 
gesture once it has been captured is much more challenging, especially in a continuous stream. In 
fact currently, this is the focus of the research. This research paper analyses the data from an 
instrumented data glove for use in recognition of some signs and gestures and the third step is to 
determine the neuronal brain activity  by the electrodes. The Electroencephalogram (EEG) is one of 
the useful bio signals detect the human emotions. This paper also discusses research conducted to 
determine the changes in the electrical activity of the human brain related to distinct emotions. Thus 
the statistical  learning method that can provide very stable and successful emotional classification 
performance over six emotional states. 

The acquired signals are processed by the microcontroller which in-turn transmit these signals 
through Zig-bee protocol to interface with PC. Hence this system is developed for recognizing 
emotions, signs and their conversion into speech and text (vice-versa). The results will show that 
despite the noise and accuracy constraints of the equipment, the reasonable accuracy rates have 
been achieved. 

A wonderful and latest survey of the work done in this field is described in reference [4]. Reference 
[5] and [6] discuss the gesture recognition for human robot interaction and human robot symbiosis. 
Reference [7] offers a novel ―signal-level" perspective by exploring prosodic phenomena of 
spontaneous gesture and speech co-production. A comprehensive framework is presented that 
addresses two important problems in gesture recognition systems in [8]. An augmented reality tool 
for vision based hand gesture recognition in a camera-projector system is described in reference 
[9].Continuous hand gesture recognition requires the detection of gestures in a video stream and 
their classification.  

Before a system can recognize the face and hand poses, it must possess knowledge of the 
characteristic feature of these poses.  This means that the system designer must either build the 
necessary discriminating rules into the system or the system must learn them.  To adapt to new 
users and new hand poses the system must be able to perceive and extract relevant properties from 
the unknown faces and hand poses, find common among them and formulate discrimination criteria 
consistent with the goal of the recognition process.[10]  
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Many gesture can be described by the motion pattern generated by the upper body. The spatial 
movement of the hands, in particular, contain meaningful information about a  performedgesture. 
We therefore focused on the time series of the hands movement as a basis for our gesture 
recognition  system. It is known to be difficult to reconstruct the 3D configuration of the human 
body parts if a 2D image is the only data source.[11] 

2. Materials and Methods 

This research paper analyses the data from an instrumented flex and accelerometer sensor for use in 
recognition of some signs and gestures. A system is developed for recognizing these signs and their 
conversion into speech. The results will show that despite the noise and accuracy constraints of the 
equipment, the reasonable accuracy rates have been achieved. 

The Electroencephalogram (EEG) is one of the useful bio signals detect the human emotions. This 
paper also discusses research conducted to determine the changes in the electrical activity of the 
human brain related to distinct emotions. Thus the statistical learning method can provide very 
stable and successful emotional classification performance over six emotional states. 

Block diagram of the system is shown Fig.1. 

 

Fig. 1.Overall Block Diagram 
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The system is consisted of following modules:  

          • Data Glove  

          • Tilt detection  

          • Gesture detection  

          • Speech Synthesis 

          • LCD Display  

Data glove is consisted of two sensors; bend sensors and tilt sensor. The output of the tilt sensors is 
detected by the tilt detection module, while the output of the bend sensors, and the overall gesture 
of the hand are detected by the gesture detection module. The gesture detection module gives an 8-
bit address to speech synthesis module; 8-bit address is different for each gesture. Speech Synthesis 
module speaks the message respective to address received by it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. Block Diagram of the System 
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3. System Description 

3.1 Data Glove: Data glove consisted of two sensors: flux sensors and accelerometer. 

 

Fig.3. Photo Shot of our Designed Data Glove 

3.2 Flux Sensor: Flexion sensor, (from Latin flectere, 'to bend') also called bend sensors, measure 
the amount of deflection caused by bending the sensor. There are various ways of sensing 
deflection, from strain-gauges to hall-effect sensors. The three most common types of flexion 
sensors are: 

 Conductive ink-based 

 Fiber Optics 

 Conductive Fabric/thread/polymer-based 

 

Fig. 4.Flux Sensor 
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A property of bend sensors worth noting is that bending the sensor at one point to a prescribed 
angle is not the most effective use of the sensor. As well, bending the sensor at one point to more 
than 90˚ may permanently damage the sensor. Instead, bend the sensor around a radius of curvature. 
The smaller the radius of curvature and the more the whole length of the sensor is involved in the 
deflection, the greater the resistance will be (which will be much greater than the resistance 
achieved if the sensor is fixed at one end and bent sharply to a high degree). In fact, Systems define 
the sensing parameter as ―flex angle multiplied by radius‖. 

3.3 Accelerometer: One of the most common inertial sensors is the accelerometer, a dynamic 
sensor capable of a vast range of sensing. An accelerometer is an electromechanical device that will 
measure acceleration forces. These forces may be static, like the constant force of gravity pulling at 
your feet, or they could be dynamic -caused by moving or vibrating the accelerometer.ump over the 
lazy dog. The quick brown fox jump over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox jump over the lazy 
dog. The quick brown fox jump over the lazy dog. The quick brown fox jump over the lazy dog. 
The quick brown fox jump over the lazy dog.  

An accelerometer is a device that measures the vibration, or acceleration of motion of a structure. 
The force caused by vibration or a change in motion (acceleration)  causes the mass to "squeeze"  
the piezoelectric material which produces an electrical charge that is proportional to the force, and 
the mass is a constant,  then the charge is also proportional to the acceleration.  Accelerometers are 
available that can measure acceleration in one, two or three orthogonal axes.  They are typically 
used in one of the three modes: 

      As an inertial measurement of velocity and position 

 As a sensor of inclination, tilt, or orientation in 2 or 3 dimensions, as referenced from 
the acceleration of gravity (1 g = 9.8m/s2) 

 As a vibration or impact (shock) sensor. 

There are considerable advantages to using an analog accelerometer as opposed to an inclinometer 
such as a liquid tilt sensor – inclinometers tend to output binary information (indicating a state of 
on or off), thus it is only possible to detect when the tilt has exceeded some thresholding angle. 
Most accelerometers are Micro-Electro-Mechanical Sensors (MEMS). The basic principle of 
operation behind the MEMS accelerometer is the displacement of a small proof mass etched into 
the silicon surface of the integrated circuit and suspended by small beams. Consistent with 
Newton's second law of motion (F = ma), as an acceleration is applied to the device, a force 
develops which displaces the mass. The support beams act as a spring, and the fluid (usually air) 
trapped inside the IC acts as a damper, resulting in a second order lumped physical system. This is 
the source of the limited operational bandwidth and non-uniform frequency response of 
accelerometers. 

3.4 Tilt Detection: The output, which is obtained from the accelerometers after amplification, is an 
analog output. To deal with this analog output, and to make it useful for the further use, it is 
required to change it into some form, which is detectable for the microcontroller. The analog output 
of the accelerometer is converted into digital form. This Gesture Vocalizer system is a dual axis 

http://sensorwiki.org/doku.php/sensors/inclinometer
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system, which can detect the tilt of the hand in two axes. A dual channel ADC can be used to 
convert the outputs of the accelerometers in to digital form.  

The basic function of this module is to detect the tilting of the hand and sending some binary data 
against meaningful gestures, to the bend detection module. 

Now the output of the accelerometers is converted into the digital form this output is useful, in a 
sense that it is detectable by the microcontroller, and useful for the further use. 

Next step for the microcontroller is to check the data from the ADC’s. The microcontroller checks 
whether the data received from the ADC’s is some meaningful data, or useless one. Meaningful 
means that the tilt of the hand is some meaningful tilt and is signaling some defined gesture, or a 
part of the gesture, because gesture means a complete motion of the hand in which the bending of 
the finger is also involved. The microcontroller compares the values received from the ADC’s with 
the predefined values, which are present in the memory of the microcontroller and on the basis of 
this comparison the microcontroller decides that, is the gesture a meaningful gesture. 

If the hand is signaling a meaningful gesture then the microcontroller moves toward the next step. 
The next step of the microcontroller is to send eight bit binary data to the main ―bend detection‖ 
module. The eight-bit code is different for every valid gesture. On the basis of this code, which is, 
sent by  the tilt detection module, the ―bend detection‖ module checks the gestures as a whole, and 
takes some decisions. The ―bend detection module‖ sends eight bit data to the speech syntheses 
module that knows the meaning of each data.  

3.5 Bend Detection: The bend detection module is the most important and the core part of the 
paper. This module is based on a microcontroller-controlled circuitry. 

Flexion sensors typically consist of two layers of conductive material with a layer of resistive 
material in between. It is mostly sandwiched in between layers of more rugged material, e.g. 
Neoprene. As pressure is applied (directly or by bending) the two layers of conductive material get 
pushed closer together and the resistance of the sensor decreases. This sensing mechanism is 
similar to force-sensitive resistors.  

These types of sensors are pressure sensors which also sense deflection (pressure as a function of 
deflection): bending the sensor across an angle of a rigid structure results in stretch of the sensor 
material which exerts pressure onto the sensor. It is this pressure that is measured. 

 

http://sensorwiki.org/doku.php/sensors/force-sensitive_resistor
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Fig.5. Circuit Diagram of Flux Sensor 

In this module one microcontroller is used and three ports of this microcontroller are in use. Port 
zero takes the input from the five bend sensors, which is to be processed. The port one takes data 
from the tilt detection module and the port three gives final data, which represents some meaningful 
gesture to the speech synthesis module.  

At first the microcontroller takes input of the five-bend sensor at its port zero. Output of the five 
bend sensors is given at the separate pin. Microcontroller deals with the bend sensors one by one. 
First of all the microcontroller checks the output of the first bend sensor, and calculates its pulse 
width, after the calculation of the pulse width of the first bend sensor the microcontroller saves its 
output, and then moves towards the second bend sensor and calculates its pulse width in the similar 
manner, and keeps on calculating the pulse width of the bend sensors one by one, having calculated 
the pulse width of the outputs of the five bend sensors, the microcontroller moves towards the next 
step of the module, i.e. gesture detection.  

Gesture detection is the most important part of this module. The pulse width calculation part of the 
module calculates the pulse width of the signal obtained from the bend sensors at a regular interval. 
Even a little bend of the finger is detected at this stage of the system, so the bending of the figure 
has infinite levels of bends, and the system is very sensitive to the bending of the finger. Now the 
bending of each finger is quantized into ten levels. At any stage, the finger must be at one of  these 
levels, and it can easily be determined how much the finger is bended. So far the individual bending 
of each finger is captured. System knows how much each finger is bended. Now the next step is to 
combine the movement of each finger and name it a particular gesture of the hand.  
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Now the system reads the movements of five fingers as a whole, rather than reading the individual 
finger. Having read bending of the fingers, the system checks whether the bend is some meaningful 
bend, or a useless or undefined bend. If the bending of the fingers gives some meaningful gesture, 
then system moves towards the next step.  

In the next step the system checks the data, which was sent by tilt detection module at port one of 
the microcontroller. The data sent by this module shows whether the tilt of the hand is giving some 
meaningful gesture or it is undefined. If the tilt of the hand is also meaningful then it means the 
gesture as a whole is a meaningful gesture. So far it is detected by the system whether the gesture 
given by hand is some meaningful gesture, or a useless one. If the gesture is meaningful the system 
sends an eight bit data to the speech synthesis module. This eight bit data can represent 256 
(28=256) different gestures. The gesture detection module assigns a different 8bit code to each 
gesture. 

3.6 EEG Signal Analysis: EEG measurement is non invasive and inexpensive, have a very high 
sensitivity to receive information about the internal (endogenous) changes of brain state these data 
are particularly suited for studies on brain mechanisms of cognitive-emotional information 
processing which occurs in the millisecond range.[12] 

Nonverbal information appearing in human facial expressions, gestures, and voice plays an 
important role in human communication. Especially, by using information of emotion and/or 
affection the people can communicate with each other more smoothly [13]. This means that non 
verbal communication is basis of human communication. In addition to this human-human 
communication, it is also important that human-human communication via computer and the 
communication between human - machines are more and more common one in the recent field of 
research. In order to understand the communication between man-machine, we discussed the 
emotion as interface between the human and machine through the EEG signals. 

3.7 Emotions: Emotions and their expression are key element in social interactions, being used as 
mechanisms for signaling, directing attention, motivating and controlling interactions, situation 
assessment, construction of self- and other's image, expectation formation, inter subjectivity, 
etc[14]. 

Recently, a constellation of findings, from neuroscience, psychology, and cognitive science, 
suggests that emotion plays surprising critical roles in rational and intelligent behaviour. When we 
are happy, our perception is biased at selecting happy events, likewise for negative emotions. 
Similarly, while making decisions, users are often influenced by their affective states. Reading a 
text while experiencing a negatively valence emotional state of often leads to very different 
interpretation than reading the same text while in a positive state [15]. 

It is not only tightly intervened neurologically with the mechanisms responsible for cognition, but 
that they also play a central role in decision making, problem solving, communicating, negotiating, 
and adapting to unpredictable environments. Emotion consists of more than its outward physical 
expression: it also consists of internal feelings and thoughts, as well as other internal process of 
which the person experiencing the emotion may not be aware [16]. Individual emotional state may 
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be influenced by kinds of situations, and different people have different subjective emotional 
experiences even response to the same stimulus [17]. 

The human emotions are basically classified into three types: Motivational (Thirst, Hunger, Pain, 
Mood), Basic (Happy, Sad, Fear, Disgust, Anger, Surprise) and Self Conscious or Social (Shame, 
Embarrassment, Pride, Guilt)[16]. Pattern recognition efforts aimed at finding physiological 
correlates, focusing on t-tests or Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) comparisons and combining data 
over many subjects, where each was measured for a relatively small amount of time [18]. 

 

Fig.6.Russel Model for Emotion 

 

Fig.7.Discussion Model for Rolls Theory of Emotion 
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Fig.8 Brain Activity for Normal State, Angry and Sad 

 

Fig .9.Brain Activity for Love, Joy and Reverence 
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The above Fig. 6 and Fig.7 shows the region of relation between arousal with valence. The relation 
between physiological signals and arousal/valence is established due to the activation of the 
automatic nervous system when emotions are elicited. After perceiving a stimulating event, an 
individual instantly and automatically experiences physiological changes, these response to this 
changes are called Emotion. Fig.8 and Fig.9 shows the various emotion states and its brain activity. 

3.8 Recording of Emotional States Changes through EEG: EEG was used to study the 
individual’s emotional state for more than two decades. The useful information about the emotional 
state may be obtained as long as stable EEG patterns on the scalp are produced. EEG recordings 
capture neural activity on a millisecond scale from the entire cortical surface [19]. 

According to (Lee M, 2000) this study, the positive and negative emotions may or may not be 
estimated from the EEG signal using Skinner’s Point –Wise Correlation Dimension (PD2) analysis. 
But this PD2 represents some of the mental activity in the brain areas. The Fig.10 simply shows the 
region of brain activated in emotion recognition. Where the Green color indicates the neutral, red 
color indicates the anger emotion and purple color indicates the happiness. At last the blue color 
indicates the sadness of the human. 

 

Fig.10. Localization of Brain Region for Emotion Recognition 

The electrical activity of the human brain is recorded through the electrodes, which are placed on 
the scalp of the brain. These recorded brain waves are undergone for pre-processing [20]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.11. Basic Diagram for Human Emotion Recognition using EEG signals 
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Dimension reduction can be done by several methods such as, Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA).[21] These extracted features are classified for 
seven different kinds of emotions say, Happy, Anger, Joy, Disgust, Fear, Relax, and Neutral 
through artificial intelligence techniques such as Neural Network, Genetic Algorithm, Support 
Vector Machine, Fuzzy Logic, and Hybrid Structure of the above method [22]. 

3.9 Speech Synthesis: This module of the system is consisted of a microcontroller (ATMEGA), a 
SP0256 (speech synthesizer) IC, amplifier circuitry and a speaker. 

The function of this module is to produce voice against the respective gesture. The microcontroller 
receives the eight bit data from the ―bend detection‖ module. It compares the eight bit data with the 
predefined values. On the basis of this comparison the microcontroller comes to know that which 
gesture does the hand make.  

Now the microcontroller knows that which data is send by the bend detection module, and what the 
meaning of this data is. Meaning means that the microcontroller knows, if the hand is making some 
defined gesture and what should the system speak.  

The last step of the system is to give voice to the each defined gesture. For this purpose a speech 
synthesizer IC, SPO256 is used. Each word is consisted of some particular allophones and in case 
of Speech synthesizer IC each allophones have some particular addresses. This address is to be sent 
to the SPO256 at its address lines, to make the speaker, speak that particular word.  

The summary of the story is that we must know the address of each word or sentence, which is to 
be spoken by this module. Now these addresses are already stored in the microcontroller. So far, the 
microcontroller knows what is the gesture made by the hand, and what should be spoken against it. 
The microcontroller sends the eight-bit address to SPO256. This eight-bit address is representing 
the allophones of the word to be spoken. 

SPO256 gives a signal output. This signal is amplified by using the amplifying circuitry. The output 
of the amplifier is given to the speaker. 

3.10 LCD Display: By using the gesture vocalizer the dumb people can communicate with the 
normal people and with the blind people as well, but the question arises that how can the dump 
people communicate with the deaf people. The solution to this problem is to translate the gestures, 
which are made by the hand, into some text form. The text is display on LCD. The gestures are 
already being detected by the ―Gesture Detection‖ module. 

This module sends signal to the speech synthesis module, the same signal is sent to the LCD 
display module. The LCD display module is consisted of a microcontroller and an LCD. The 
microcontroller is controlling the LCD. A signal against each gesture is received by LCD display 
module. The LCD display module checks each signal, and compares it with the already stored 
values. On the basis of this comparison the microcontroller takes the decision what should be 
displayed, having taken the decision the microcontroller send an eight bit address to the LCD, this 
eight bit address, tells the LCD, what should be displayed.  
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The EEG signal output is given to the LCD to display the emotion of the person in order to know 
his state of speech. Using the information’s from EEG signal (emotion) the person can 
communicate with each other more smoothly. 

The block diagram of the LCD display module is shown in the Fig.12.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Block Diagram LCD Display Module 

4. Result and Discussion 

Thus the effective communication device for the differently-abled persons is designed and their 
emotions are determined with the help of EEG using which they are able to communicate like 
ordinary people. The flex and accelerometer sensors determines the Gesture (sign language), it is 
then converted into speech and text using Microcontroller and PC Interface. The electrodes are used 
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for analysing the EEG signals for detecting the emotion of the people during his conversation. By 
combining these new ―SMART DEVICE‖ is developed for Gifted Aspirants. 

5.  Overall Kit Design 

 

Fig.13.SnopShot of Designed Module 

 Embedded Kit along with Sensors and Electrodes. 

 LCD Module. 

 Analysis of EEG Signal. 

 EEG Output. 

6. Conclusion and Future Enhancements 

This research paper describes the design and working of a system which is useful for dumb and 
deaf to communicate with one another and with the normal people. The dumb people use their 
standard sign language which is not easily understandable by common people and blind people 
cannot see their gestures. This system converts the sign language into voice which is easily 
understandable by blind and normal people. The sign language is translated into some text form, to 
facilitate the deaf people as well. This text is display on LCD.  

There can be a lot of future enhancements associated to this research work, which includes:  

1- Designing of wireless transceiver system for ―Differently –Abled persons using sensors‖ 
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2- Perfection in monitoring and sensing of the dynamic movements involved in ―Sensors and 
Gesture Vocalizer‖.  

3- Designing of a whole jacket, which would be capable of vocalizing the gestures and movements 
of Human.  

4- Virtual reality application e.g., replacing the conventional input devices like joy sticks in 
videogames with the data glove.  

5- The Robot control system to regulate machine activity at remote sensitive sites. 
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ABSTRACT In this paper, the analysis and removal of artifacts is done by the proposed technique. Normally, ECG
is one of the components of artifacts source and EEG is mixed by various artifacts and affects the
electroencephalographic data. For further clinical analysis the data preparation is important to minimize the
artifacts. In proposed method, Improved Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (IANFIS) and Improved ANFIS-
Particle Swarm Optimization (IANFIS-PSO) algorithms are used to separate the signals of ECG and EEG for
eliminating artifacts and to intensify the estimation of EEG signal quality. The pre-processing is done by ennobled
quantum based genetic algorithm for fast process of optimization and removal of noise interference. The simulation
result shows the improvement in Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), minimum Mean-Square Error (MSE) along with the
Power Spectrum Density (PSD) plot, which are used to measure the performance comparison of proposed with
existing algorithm. The prospective method performs with more appropriate process of enhanced hybrid learning
method and outperforms in minimizing the artifacts of ECG from the corrupted signals of EEG.

INTRODUCTION

In developing the environment, the advanced
technology plays an important role in all fields. In
medical line, recording of human body electric
potentials and detecting the implantable system
is done by using the advanced technology. Elec-
trocardiogram or Electromyogram recording is
used to monitor the activities of brain by detect-
ing the location (Ravi and Suma  2016). The sig-
nal bandwidth is varied for both ECG and EMG
from tens to hertz or kilo-hertz while the site of
recording is small with amplitude voltage less or
in mill-volts. The extracted signal magnitude is
based on various factors like signal level activity,
electrode type, contact impedance and electrode
placement. These would vary as per time accord-
ing to the patients. Generally high gain is required
to ensure the signal-to-noise ratio throughout the
cascade of signal processing management
(Pavithra 2016). The automatic adjustment of gain
in amplifier is necessary for condition matching
during recording time. The conventional method
is used to perform the variation process of gain.

In signal processing, the detection of disor-
der and status of sleep is obtained by the stan-
dard technique of Polysomnography (PSG) anal-
ysis (Princy 2015). In order to procure the knowl-
edge of various functions of corporal, the perfor-

mances of the biological signals are analyzed. By
including the signals like electromyogram, elec-
troencephalogram, abdominal and thoracic breath-
ings, oronasal airflow, electrocardiogram, oxygen
saturation, electro-oculogram, blood pressure and
other biomedical records are used to analyze the
signals to detect the status of health (Umera Banu
et al. 2016). To observe the activity of brain, Elec-
troencephalography (EEG) tool is used. By this
tool the performance of detecting the localization
and resolution of time are considered apparent,
easy accessible, prostrate and prominent in per-
formances. In clinical work this signal is used wide-
ly and have small signal-to-noise ratio. The nor-
mal signal waveform of EEG is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. EEG signal waveform
Source: Author
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Usually EEG signal is used to detect the
rhythms neural which are affected by the source
of noise and biological signals. According to
the process of EEG signal the sources are ana-
lyzed and the clinical information is obtained.
The analysis will become difficult when the
source of noise increases. In frequency and time
domain the techniques are developed in order to
remove artifacts. By filtering, the common noises
are removed which are present in the recorded
signal (Serteyn et al. 2015). Figure 2 shows the
flow work of removing noise from the signal.

In this paper, the removal of artifacts is done
by using the proposed method and algorithm.
By the proposed method the EEG and ECG sig-
nals are separated. The functions are trained and
initialized to extract the signals by using IAN-
FIS-PSO algorithm. The rest of the paper is or-
ganized section wise. In section II the literature
review of ECG and EEG extraction is discussed.
In section III the explanation of proposed meth-
od and algorithm is presented. The simulation
result of the proposed technique is illustrated in
section IV. Finally the conclusion and future work
are presented in section V.

MATERIAL  AND  METHODS

The removal of artifacts and the analysis of
signals are discussed in this section.  Electroen-

cephalogram (EEG) is an electrical activity re-
cording and improved to proceed with the cere-
bral signal recording. The unwanted signals,
generated when recording activities are called
artifacts. The analysis of signal is affected by
artifacts and in order to reduce artifacts, hybrid
learning algorithm is implemented based on
Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (AN-
FIS). By Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) al-
gorithm the process of extracting is performed
with the analysis of signal (Priyadharshini and
Edward  2014). During the recording of EEG the
sources of noise is reduced by those techniques
(Reddy and Narava 2013). The structure of AN-
FIS is shown in Figure 3.

 The changes of activities with various pa-
rameters are recorded, based on signal EEG in-
side and outside the environment. Event related
potential is used to generate the informative sig-
nals from the device and it is made more infor-
mative by using mathematical tool. Every change
is based on the data of ERP. In order to generate
signal processing the biomedical engineering
ERP and EEG is used for analysis and pre-pro-
cess by using soft computing tools (Tandle  and
Jog  2015).

Based on adaptive filter of cascade, the EEG
signal artifact is removed by the Least Mean
Square (LMS) algorithm. The filter function is
used to cancel EOG spikes, line interference elim-
ination and ECG artifacts removal. For reduction
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter is present-

Fig. 2. Noise removal flow work
Source: Author

Fig. 3. ANFIS structure
Source: Author
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ed in EEG signals (Roy and Shukla 2015). The
reduction of noise factors is based on Adaptive
Linear Neural Networks (ADALINE) and wave-
let transformation in EEG signals (Zhang et al.
2015).

The efficiency of the ECG monitoring is sig-
nificantly damaged by artifacts movement, which
causes unsuitable treatment or false alarm trig-
gers and misdiagnoses. However, noise separa-
tion from bio-signal is challenging because of
overlapping frequency spectrum. As per the re-
moval technique of artifacts, motion using ac-
celerometer helps to monitor ECG and tele-home-
care (Reyes et al. 2014; Al-Qazzaz et al. 2015).

To reduce interference common mode, the
microcontroller operates the automatic gain con-
trol circuit (AGC) and setup of recording Dou-
ble-Differential (DD) to provide tunable gain. The
imbalance network is reduced by generating the
signal clock by using custom-designed variable
gain amplifiers (ASIC) based on microcontroller
(Rieger and Deng 2013).

The physiological parameters of the ECG sig-
nals are tested and optimized based on Block-
Based Neural Network (BBNN) algorithm. The
structure of model, parameters and weight are
performed by optimizing with wavelet mutation,
searches through information element over a
space search (San et al. 2013). The data of ECG
is accomplished in an unrestricted manner by
developing the technique by detecting and anal-
ysis of obstructive apnea with quality (Lee et al.
2013).

The application of portable ECG monitoring,
the mixed-signal ECG System-on-Chip (SoC) is
operative with low-power consumption for high
quality signal. By custom digital signal proces-
sor the detection of peak and removal of arti-
facts motion is performed (Kim et al. 2014). Fig-
ure 4 shows the mixed signal of ECG and EEG
with interference of line in recording.

Proposed Work

In this section, the proposed algorithm tech-
nique of removing artifacts is explained with
application. By the proposed method the input
source is trained and initialized to extract the
signal from the MIT-BIH database. By the anal-
ysis and implementation of proposed enhanced
hybrid learning method, the ECG and EEG sig-
nals are separated with artifacts minimization.

EEG signal is affected by the artifacts of ECG.
In order to avoid the artifacts the signals are
separated for better quality of signal to analyze
the EEG signal. It records the electrical activity
of the brain. When recording the signal the ce-
rebral origin is also included, this is mentioned
as ECG artifacts. In the designed method Im-
proved Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Sys-
tem (IANFIS) and Improved ANFIS-Particle
Swarm Optimization (IANFIS-PSO) algorithm, are
used to remove artifacts from the signal and the
flow of proposed system implementation is
shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 4. EEG signal recording with ECG signal and
interference
Source: Author

Fig. 5. Proposed system Flow work
Source: Author
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The optimized parameter is applied to the
structure of IANFIS for separating the signals
with removal of artifacts. By optimization algo-
rithm the membership function is initialized and
the input and the parameters are trained random-
ly using Improved ANFIS-Particle Swarm Optimi-
zation (IANFIS-PSO). The membership function
of the proposed algorithm is given below:

The parametric representation of IANFIS,
back propagation function and updating func-
tions of parameter is given below:

Back propagation:

Parameter Updating

Pre-processing of the system is used to filter
the noise from the signal extraction. It is pro-
cessed in the system until it satisfies the stop-
ping criteria of finding minimum particles of er-
ror, using the step based enhanced quantum
based genetic algorithm. It provides fast pro-
cess and removal of noise interferences (Singh
and Sharma 2015). The flow work or the proce-
dure of pre-processing is implemented as shown
in Figure 6 and learning process procedure is
given below.

Procedure of learning the process and GA is
performed for finding the fitness function and
sorting the chromosomes in ascending order.
Then the maximum generation is obtained to find
probabilities of mutation and crossover.

Procedure Begin
 Initialize t !0 and P (t);

While (t<maximum generation) do
 Increment t !t+1;

Evaluate sorting-fitness (P (t-1));
Find P (t) and P (t-1);
Complete P (t) by mutation and crossover;
End while
End
To maximize the iteration of the process, stop-

ping criteria is used and by fitness function the
Mean Square Error is considered (Ashfanoor
and Cellia 2012). At the end of iteration the best

solution is obtained by finding the Minimum
Mean Square Error particle and the solution is
submitted to ANFIS structure. To extract signal
the optimized parameters is implemented by us-
ing proposed algorithm and obtain EEG signals
with minimized artifacts and estimation.

RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSION

In this section, the simulation results of the
proposed system is evaluated and analyzed to
show better performance than the existing sys-
tem. The proposed algorithm is executed to sim-
ulate the real data set from the MIT-BIH data-
base to extract the EEG signal. Figure 7 shows
the input sources of mixed standard signal of
EEG and ECG.

From the source signal the separation of sig-
nals are EEG and ECG is performed by using
proposed method. EEG signal is to be found
along with noise. So, by using proposed algo-
rithm IANFIS-PSO the EEG signal is extracted
by reducing noise. Figure 8 shows the extrac-

휇푋(푎1) = 1
1+⃓

푎1−푧푖
푥 푖

⃓2푦           

S1={{x11,y11,z11},{x12,y12,z12},…..,
{x1p,y1p,z1p}, ….,{xnp,ynp,znp}}

(2)

  (1)

E=∑ 퐸푘퐾
푘=1  (3)

∆∝푛= −휂 휕+퐸
휕훼푛

  
(4)

Fig. 6. Flow work of Enhanced quantum based GA
Source: Author
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tion of EEG signal from the input source signal.
It clearly shows the proposed technique re-
moves only the noise from the EEG signal with-
out affecting the information content. And Fig-
ure 9 shows the extraction of non-linear ECG
signal from the source input (Khatwani and Ti-
wari 2013). The source input is original EEG sig-
nal with Noise (ECG) Signal. From the original
input through the proposed technique the non-

linear ECG Artifacts signal only removed. The
power spectral density of the proposed system
is shown in Figure 10.This power spectral plot
shows the each trial of noisy EEG signal and
artifacts Signal by the proposed method.

Table 1 performance analysis of proposed
system with existing system, it summarizes the
comparison of performance analysis of proposed
and existing algorithms with the results of pa-

Fig. 7. Standard EEG signal mixed with ECG signal
Source: Author

Fig. 8. Extracted EEG signal
Source: Author

Fig. 9. Extracted Non-linear ECG (artifacts) signal
Source: Author

Fig. 10. Analysis  of proposed system power
spectral density
Source: Author
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Table 1: Performance analysis of proposed system with existing system

Methods  PSNR (dB)             SNR (dB)              MSE            Entropy Execution time

Existing method 27.45 15.0245 5.1424e-004 3.0859 6.543258
ANFIS 29.57 10.0423 0.0015 5.3323 4.157356
IANFIS-PSO 31.63 9.4858 0.0011 8.3348 3.033725

rameters PSNR, SNR, MSE, entropy and execu-
tion time. Concluded that in ANFIS method PSNR
value is higher than existing method. IANFIS-PSO
method PSNR value is higher than in ANFIS
method. Finally IANFIS-PSO method achieves
high PSNR value compared to existing and
ANFIS method. Similarly IANFIS-PSO method
outperformed existing and ANFIS method as far
as SNR, MSE, entropy and execution time Fig-
ure 11 shows the performance evaluation of the
proposed system X-axis epochs, Y –axis Root
Mean Square Error and Figure 12 shows the PSNR
and SNR performance of proposed system with
existing system (Sabarimalai and Suman 2012;
Kaur and Malhotra 2014). This comparative anal-
ysis clearly shows that the proposed technique
gives better PSNR and SNR values compared to
existing method. And Figure 13 shows the anal-
ysis of Entropy and processing time of proposed
method with existing method. It clearly shows
that, IANFIS-PSO method outperformed when

compared to existing and ANFIS method as far
as entropy and execution time  are concerned.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the IANFIS is applied to the
model to train and initialize the data from the
MIT-BIH database to extract the signal for bet-
ter performance for reducing the artifacts in the
signal. The efficient process of identifying the
parameters is based on the enhanced hybrid
learning algorithm. The experimental and simula-
tion results of our system shows better perfor-

Fig. 11. Analysis of proposed system performances
evaluat ion
Source: Author

Fig. 12. Performance analysis of PSNR and SNR
v alue s
Source: Author

Fig. 13. Performance analysis of entropy and
execution time
Source: Author
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mance than existing, without performance degra-
dation for same data; also reduced noise or arti-
facts in the signal. The RMSE result is based on
member function inputs. From the experiment  re-
sults finally the researcher concludes that the
proposed method provides improvement in pow-
er spectral density of de-noised signal high sig-
nal to noise ratio value, reduction in the time in
removal process, Entropy achievement and im-
provement of information content in the signal.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Future work is to further improve the perfor-
mance of reducing the artifacts in EEG signal.
Consider more data sets with some more parame-
ters to provide analysis with high quality of solu-
tion and performances. Multidirectional trans-
forms like curvelet and contourlet transform can
be investigated to denoise the EEG signal.
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Abstract
Various changes in the advanced semiconductor indus-
try, designing adder with higher performance is a major
concern. These proposed works constrain the major area
in FinFET designing at the range of 15-nm FinFET tech-
nology at 25◦C. By designing the FinFET technology
with the range of 15 nm is the rising transistor tech-
nology with the lesser delay and the management in
the power tradeoff. FinFET technology makes the evo-
lutionary step in the semiconductor field because var-
ious adders have various complications in scaling at
the range of 15 nm. The speed reinforcement is used
based on various schemes to improve the efficiency of
the conventional carry skip adder (Conv-CSKA) struc-
ture. By taking into account multiplexer logic, the
proposed designing structure made in the account of
AND-OR-Invert (AOI) and OR-AND-Invert (OAI) com-
pound gates which are used as the skip logic. The sim-
ulation is carried out using HSPICE and Tanner. In
various research works, it is concluded that the FinFET
based adders are implemented in the semiconductor
devices which are the advanced part of the computer-
ized technique with the advancement in the designing
circuits. The proposed designing structure includes the
8 T adders which reduce the power consumption with
different datapath. The modified designing increases the
slack time and decreases the input voltage. This article
implements the comparison of FinFET designing based
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on their speed, power, and energy with the other adder
circuits using 15-nm FinFET technology.

K E Y W O R D S

AND-OR-Invert (AOI) and OR-AND-Invert (OAI), conventional
carry skip adder (conv-CSKA), FinFET technology

1 INTRODUCTION

The semiconductor circuit designing process has subjected to various difficulties and challenges,
which happen due to the rapid growth in the trending world and the innovation in the equipment
for past years. In addition to that, more functional changes happen due to the demands in the
applications in the revolutionary changes of chip designing. By increasing the requirements in the
single-chip designing based on the demands and the development of the various complex tools,
can perform the complicated operations. This complicated operation may lead to an increase in
power and energy. The speed of the processor depends upon the adders and multipliers which is
the major concern of the designing scenario. Based on the power and energy, many efforts were
carried out by many researchers which are illustrated in References 1,2 This higher speed may
increase with the lower energy and the lower power consumptions, which is the major difficult
task faced by the designers of general-purpose processors.

The best technique to reduce the power consumption in the digital circuits is by decreasing
the supply voltage which happens due to the switching of energy because of voltage. By the con-
sideration of the sub-threshold current between the devices, the leakage current is low in the OFF
circuits which have an exponential increment due to the supply voltage through the technique
that is drained-induced barrier lowering effect.3

The major technique for the supply voltage reduction is by the several operations carried out
during the ON devices in a transistor, which may lead to the formation of three regions, namely,
super threshold, near-threshold, and sub-threshold regions. By the changes in the super threshold
region, the low delay and higher switching with the lesser leakage powers are achieved. In the
sub-threshold region, the delay between the gates and the leakage power is achieved with the
lower value using the supply and threshold voltages.

Most of the recent analysis states that the nearest threshold region has been included as the
major region of analyzing the trade point between the low delay and the power dissipation as
compared to the sub-threshold region. By the sub-threshold region, the delay in the designed
circuit will be less due to factors such as switching and leakage powers.

By considering the threshold operation, the input voltage that is approximately nearer toward
the threshold voltage of the transistor circuit4 has the lesser delay and leakage power as a
comparison with the sub-threshold region.

The performance of the circuital device depends upon the supply voltage, which is featured
based on the input dynamic voltage and the frequency scaling. By the reduction in energy con-
sumption, the input system changes the input voltage level which is based on the workload
surroundings.5 By the changes in the system, the designed circuit will work under the various
supply voltage circumstances.

To increase the speed within the circuit, the supply voltage is reduced in the computational
blocks. In the major part of the designing, an adder is a major component that affects the speed
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(A) Half-Adder Circuit (B) Full-Adder Circuit

F I G U R E 1 A, Half-adder circuit. B, Full-adder circuit [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

factor and the efficiency within the processors.6,7 By the changes in the supply voltage, different
adder structures represent the changes in the optimization in power and speed.

1.1 Design of adders using FINFET technology

Adder represents the basic component in any hardware implementation of the semiconductor
devices. By the changes in the adder circuit, the performance of the processor may change. Hence,
the changes in the performance of the processor depend upon the adder circuit, which is analyzed
in various surveys.8

Various surveys were taken externally or internally in the semiconductor devices for the incre-
ment in the performance of the processors.9 The testing that is taking place externally deals with
the input data, whereas the internal testing deals with the logical analysis, circuital design, and
the structure of the adder, and multiplier that is designed.10

Figure 1A,B represents the design of different kinds of adders, which decides the inner
circuit-level performances. The battery’s performance is decided by the low power and efficiency
in many industrial applications.11,12 By demonstrating Moore’s law, discovered in the year 1965
by Gordon Moore. He was the co-founder of INTEL Corporation. He made the drastic changes
in the digital production field and he computed the cost range in the devices due to the increase
in power and speed. He demonstrated that the increment in the transistor range in the semi-
conductor world would increase every 2 years in the range of two times. This prediction is also
indicated as Moore’s law. The designing process is carried out in the nanometer range in the
current world.13

The transistor is restricted by the various constraints such as short channel effects (SCE),
which are explained as the hot carrier effect and the tunneling effect through the doping layer
thickness. In the process, arithmetic logic unit (ALU) is the main part of the circuit.14 The ALU
unit includes the major element as the adder circuit. The major role of the adder circuit is to per-
form the arithmetic operations within the circuit. In some cases, adders act as a major part of
the processor to calculate the address of the registers, index calculations, and other arithmetic
operations.15,16

By increasing the various requirements such as power, efficiency, and area in devices such as
mobile phones, laptops, tablets, performances also increase in the integrated circuit.17 The adder
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cells are used based on the requirements of the application, where the low power adder is used in
low power applications and high power adder is used in the high power applications. This article
implemented the use of adders using FinFET technology within the integrated circuit.18

1.2 Design of conventional carry skip adder

The proposed work demonstrates the CSKA architecture, which is mainly aimed at reducing the
delay by the reduction in the static FinFET logic. The main concept of static FinFET logic ini-
tializes from the wide range of variation in the supply voltage in the trending technologies.19

The projected technique will increase the speed of the circuit with the reduction in the area
and the power consumption in the proposed CSKA. As by the changes in the architecture of
the CSKA, the power consumption will be lower whereas the speed of the CSKA will increase.
Most of the VLSI systems may include Low power consumption, smaller area occupation, and
higher performance-based on speed and energy.20 Most of the application such as movable and
mobile devices, multi-standard receivers, and various instrumentation applications have low
power consumptions.

The major component is included in the arithmetic unit is the adder circuit. This efficient
adder designing includes the complex digital signal processing (DSP) system. This major design
improves the performance of various applications.21

Adder that is represented as the basic block of the architecture in the arithmetic and
logical unit (ALU) increases the speed and reduces the power and energy. By the impact
of the adder, speed increases and the power of the processor will reduce within the logical
circuit.22

Many of the works of various researchers were involved in the optimization of speed
and the energy that is influence by various parameters.23 The designers felt difficulties
in designing the circuit that varies the speed with the low power and the lower energy
consumptions within the processors. The main technique used to lower various metric
consumptions in the digital circuits will be based on the switching energy within the
voltage.

When the adder circuit is in the sub-threshold state, the main leakage current is said to
be low when the transistor is in the OFF state. Conventional carry skip adder (Conv-CSKA)
is developed by ordering the full adders in the parallel form to design the ripple carry
adder and that can be used for carrying propagation with the 2:1 multiplexer that includes
the propagation block. In this proposed adder circuit, carry is skipped toward the ith
position.24 Figure 2 represents the working procedure concluded with two stages, namely,
ripple carry adder block and the carry propagation block. The propagation block uses the
EXOR gates, which produce the propagation bits. The generated bits will be fed toward the
AND gates.

The outcomes of the propagation block are given toward the selection line of the
multiplexer, which decides the carry bits. The proposed method can construct the 16-bit
Conv-CSKA which includes the 920 transistors that can be subdivided into 608 transis-
tors at the ripple stage and 80 transistors at the propagation stage for 2:1 multiplexer
circuit.

The rest of this article includes the following sections. Section 2 includes the study of various
survey as well as existing algorithm. Section 3 includes the various topology structures and the
usage of FinFET technology. Section 4 includes the proposed structure of FinFET technology.
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F I G U R E 2 Conventional carry skip adder circuit

Section 5 includes the design and implementation of the proposed structure. Section 6 includes
the experimental results and analysis of the proposed work.

2 LITERATURE SURVEY

Many surveys had undergone to analyze the power and efficiency of the adders within the inte-
grated circuit. Jiao et al9 proposed the structure of carrying skip adder (CSKA) that mainly
undergoes the reduction in power with the increment in the speed due to lower energy consump-
tion. The speed changes are carried out using the concatenation and incrimination schemes in
the adder circuit. By the increment in the speed, the efficiency of the Conv-CSKA is re-arranged.
The proposed technique includes the AND-OR-Invert (AOI) and OR-AND-Invert (OAI) com-
pound gates for the skip logic. Thus the structure can be fixed by the various size of the
adders and the variable stage size designs which improve the speed and energy parameters of
the adders.

Guo et al25 concluded fast and energy-efficient which has the 64-bit added to the high per-
formance of the processor. Various adders have the highest power density processor blocks, with
the thermal hotspot and the sharp temperature. The presence of the n number of ALU unit is
the major factor in the superscalar processors, but the major disadvantage is the cooling cost
is higher.

Stojanovic and Oklobdzija26 developed that selection lines within the circuit that implements
the performance of the devices. The performance mainly maintained by various sectors such
as power and speed. Time consumption is also a major factor in the increment in performance
analysis.

Jain et al6 discussed that the leakage power dissipation is within the circuit depends
on the total power consumption and energy dissipated from the circuit. By the changes
in the size and the frequency of the technologies, which is indicated in the nm fac-
tor, the sub-threshold value will be lower, which influences the performance within the
circuit.

Borkar 7 revised the switching component within the transistor circuit. By changing the leak-
age component within the transistor, the total energy will be reduced toward supply voltage. This
in-turn produces the low voltage design but the drawback tends to be a reduction in the input
power and lower energy. As from the study of the various proposed work, it is stated that higher
the size of the circuit may increase the power and the energy of the devices. By designing the
carry skip adder with the FinFET technology, power consumption can be reduced and energy
consumption also reduces.
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3 ANALYZING ADDER TOPOLOGIES WITH THE FINFET
TECHNOLOGY

3.1 FinFET technology

In the parallel circuit, two terminals are represented as the source and the drain gate is rep-
resented together. FinFET was represented as the multigate device which is introduced by the
researchers at the University of California in the year of 1999.7 Most of the designers made
an interest in designing the circuit in FinFET technology. Many organizations, which include
the IBM, Motorola, make use of FinFET technology. The main effect of the planar transis-
tor is to design the reduced SCE, higher transconductance range, and lesser sub-threshold
voltage.

3.2 FinFET structure

FinFET that is the non-planar double gate transistor is constructed using silicon on insu-
lator (SOI) substrate. The basic characteristic of the fin field effect transistor (FinFET) is
the conduction channel binding using the thinner layer of silicon dioxide which is repre-
sented as a gate device. This channel length is determined by the width and the thick-
ness of the fin formed. This is represented as the FinFET because of the thinner channel
region which is similarly represented as the fin layer between the source and the drain
regions within the transistor. The major extension of the gate is represented in the body
with the three sides, whereas it reduces the SCE. The two terminals such as source and
the drain are terminated together to lessen various effects that affect the performance of the
transistor.

The second gate is added on the opposite side to represent the traditional gate of the transistor.
But due to the lack of various problems arising in the front and back gates, the resistance value
decreases in both the gates which is difficult to fabricate. The main reason to develop FinFET is
to overcome the problems analyzed in DGFET. Double gates provided in the FinFET reduce the
channel effect which in-turn increases the performance of the transistor. The basic structure of
FinFET is shown in Figure 3A,B.

3.3 Modes of operation

FinFET that is a three-terminal transistor works under the various modes of operation. Fin-
FET consists of three methods, namely, shorted-gate (SG) mode, low power mode (LPM), and
independent gate (IG) mode. The main architectural analysis depends upon the current depen-
dence over the channel. As the FinFET operation depends on four modes, they can be detailed as
follows.

3.3.1 Shorted-gate mode

When both the transistor tied together, it forms the three-terminal devices that are reacted as the
replacement of conventional CMOS devices.
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F I G U R E 3 A, Basic
structure of FinFET. B,
Pin diagram [Color figure
can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(A) Basic Structure of FinFET (B) Pin Diagram

F I G U R E 4 Shorted-gate (SG) mode FinFET

Figure 4 explains the SG mode of the transistor which has lesser power consumption and
lesser leakage current.

3.3.2 The independent-gate mode

The independency of the digital signals depends upon the device gates. One of the independent
parts is the top gate which can be controlled separately by the processor. The IG mode includes
various designing options based on different power consumptions, as shown in Figure 5.

They can be explained as the step by step process. By the initial processing, the current (Ion)
will affect more in the transistor devices. The voltage level of the LP mode will be available at the
range of −0.2 V for n-type transistors and 0.2 V for the p-type transistor.

3.3.3 Low power mode

In this mode, the back gate of the transistor tends to increase the reverse bias voltage as
well as the leakage power reduces. In the LPM, the back gate reduces the current which
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F I G U R E 5 Independent-gate (IG) mode FinFET

F I G U R E 6 Independent-gate (IG) mode FinFET

is said to in the condition (Ioff). The power supply tends to be −0.2 V which is n-type
FinFET.

3.3.4 Hybrid mode (IG/LP)

It involves the combination of two modes such as LP and IG modes. By various changes in the
power supply, the mode of the transistors may vary which influences the performance of the
processor. In various cases, FinFET considers having the front and back gates. The electrical prop-
erties are represented which tends to have low power and switch dependence.Figure 6 represents
the IG mode that consists of two inputs A and B.

4 FULL ADDER CIRCUIT USING DIFFERENT
TOPOLOGIES

4.1 FinFET based 1-bit transmission gate full adder

The full adder consists of various transmission gates (TGs) with a collection of 20 transistors.
Transistors are made up of TGs, PMOS and NMOS logic within the system, which is represented
in Figure 7. TGs are used in the circuit due to the increase in the speed and the decrease in the
power dissipation within the transistor. The major factor affecting the circuit is the transistor
count, intermediate nodes, and the lesser input range. This design is used in various applications
due to its balanced generation of sum and output. The schematic of FinFET based 1-bit full adder
circuit is shown in Figure 7.

FinFET technology has implemented with the shorted-gate (SG) FinFET and IG. The pro-
posed methodology consists of SG FinFET technique, which would reduce the delay and the
power consumption within the circuit. In the FinFET technology, two gates are connected with
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F I G U R E 7 FinFET based 1-bit full adder circuit [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

the replacement of conventional carry skip CMOS devices. For SG mode, different kinds of
load are applied and can be mode can suit all kinds of load values which do not affect the
performance of the devices. The major task within the SG mode is the leakage voltage will
be higher.

By the comparison with the LP mode, the leakage current is lesser and the switching capac-
itance will be reduced. But the performance of the mode will be slow due to the load and the
area consumption. The main advantage of IG mode is to perform with the low area and the lesser
capacitance. This designing mode comprises higher leakage due to the pull-up and pull-down
mode. For IG/LP design mode, the advantages are low leakage, low switched capacitance, and
low area.

5 CONVENTIONAL CSKA STRUCTURE

The proposed work consists of the combination and incrementation techniques with the
conventional-CSKA structure with the 15 nm FinFET technology. The structure implemented
is denoted as the CI-CSKA. The basic carry skip logics have been used in the circuit. The
designed structure consists of 2:1 multiplexers which are replaced by the AOI and OAI com-
pound gates as shown in the figure. These gates include the lesser number of transistor circuits
which affects the low delay and low area consumption and reduction in the power usage which
is compared with the 2:1 multiplexer design. The complementation of the skip logic is the major
usage in the proposed work. By the outcome in the even stage of the carry skip adder, the
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F I G U R E 8 Proposed CI-CSKA structures

complementary form of carrying is produced. The main advantage of the implemented work is the
lower propagation delay within the smaller area consumption as compared with the conventional
logic.

The point to be concluded that the power consumption within the AOI (or OAI) gate is lesser
as compared with the existing multiplexer. By increasing the number of gates, the power con-
sumption within the circuit is slightly low when compared with the conventional logic. With
the complicated wiring capacitance, the performance cannot be affected as they have no critical
values as the load.

The proposed internal structure is shown in Figure 8, which is explained as follows. The adder
which is implemented consists of N bits with two inputs A, B with Q stages. Each step is repre-
sented as a separate RCA block where the first block tends to be represented as Ci which tends
to be zero. The first block is presented with the summing amount of input bits which act as an
intermediate result.

The main reason for using the transistor logic such as AOI and OAI is due to the com-
pound gate characteristics. These compound gate acts as skip logic in the carry skip adder by
the changes of the gate into the inverting functions with the standard cell functions within the
libraries.

The transistor logic acts as an inverted gate circuit. By considering inversion process,
will reduce the power consumption and delay within the circuit. When the AOI acts
as skip logic, the next logic is implemented using the OAI gate. The proposed skipping
structure in the CI-CSKA decreases the delay within the circuit whereas the critical path
increases.

5.1 Proposed 8 T carry skip adder

The proposed work consists of designing of adder using an 8-T approximate carry skip adder with
the help of FinFET technology. In the 15 nm FinFET, processing tends to be common, which
has a higher performance based on the power and the efficiency of the processor. Due to this
factor, these adders are used for higher commercial applications. The significance of using FinFET
technology is lower power consumption and higher speed in terms of integrated chip processing.
The proposed technique is implemented using the HSPICE and LTSPICE simulation tool at 15
nm FinFET technology. The schematic view of the FINFET technology-based 8 T carry skip adder
at 15 nm is shown in Figure 9

By using the 8 T approximate adder power, the delay of the transistor decreases within the
processing technology. The result also suits the 32-bit approximate adder but the delay of the
adder will be increased. When the transistor count increases, power consumption will be reduced.
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F I G U R E 9 Schematic representation of 8 T adder

T A B L E 1 Output for accurate and approximate adder

Inputs Accurate Outputs Approximate adder outputs

A B Cin s Cout S Cout ED

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0

0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0

1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

The implemented adder technique is used for image processing applications. The outcomes of
the accurate and approximate adder are shown in Table 1.

The image processing applications consists of approximate adder which mainly focused on
the time- based consumption and different power supply voltages. The value of the parameters
may vary with the changes in the input voltage and the leakage current. Based on the imple-
mented work, the density of the capacitance increases which is also implemented in mobile and
RF applications.

Figure 10 explains the proposed output waveform of the 8T adder circuit. When the input
voltage increases, the output, which represents the sum and the carry, decreases according to
the voltage level. The major applications of the proposed work are image processing and speech
recognition. The approximate adder circuit results in the multimedia imaging system whereas
the output voltage consumed more power. This can be varying from the critical and non-critical
data points.
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F I G U R E 10 Simulated waveform for proposed 8-T carry skip adder [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Parameter Value

Fin height (Hfin) 70 nm

Fin thickness (TSI) 15 nm

Oxide thickness (Tox) 1.1 nm

N-channel surface orientation <105>

Length of gate (LG) 25 nm

Source to gate/drain underlap (LSD) 10 nm

Gate thickness (TG) 20 nm

Gate work function (ΦG) 4.4 eV (n- type)
4.8 eV (p-type)

Mobility 560 cm2/(V-s) (n-type)

200 cm2/(V-s) (p-type)

Doping of fin body (N body) 1014 cm-3

Drain/Source resistance (RSD) 180Ω-μm

Voltage supply (VDD) 1 V

Source/drain doping (NDS) 1020 cm-3

T A B L E 2 FinFET
technology model

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The proposed technique gives the detailed outcome of the FinFET technology with the 8T carry
skip adder with the following parameters. The 15 nm length is set towards the FinFET technology
which tends to be a next-generation process in the device performance. Table 2 represents the
initial parameters of the proposed FinFET technology.
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F I G U R E 11 Schematic representation of 8-bit adder with the FinFET technology [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The schematic representation of 8T adders with the FinFET technology is represented in
Figure 11. Based on the designing structure, the channel width of the FinFET technology is repre-
sented as Weff. Thus the FinFET technology width can be calculated with the following parametric
calculations.

Weff = NFIN × (TFIN + 2HFIN). (1)

In the above equation, NFIN is represented as the number of FIN transistors which is aligned
in the parallel form, while the TFIN represents the thickness of the FinFET and the HFIN
represents the height of the proposed technique.

The given schematic representation represents the 8T adder implementation in FinFET tech-
nology using the HSPICE simulation tool, as shown in Figure 12. The transistors simulated in the
HSPICE tool which is used to optimized parameters. The width of the proposed method varies
with the current flowing inside the drain terminal which is approximately at the range of 61.5
and 48 nA at both the types of transistor.
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F I G U R E 12 Schematic representation of 8 T carry skip adder with the FinFET technology [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F I G U R E 13 Graph of IDS versus VDS
of FinFET [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The plot of IDS versus VDS of FinFET technology is the same as that of the MOSFET. The
flow of the voltage and the current depends upon the height of fin (TFIN), and the number of
fins (NFIN) is chosen carefully to obtain a matching drain current of n-type and p-type FinFET
against MOSFET. From our simulation, we suggest that the respective values of TFIN and HFIN
for all n-type and p-type channel be kept consistent.

For the FinFET technology, input and the output waveform of the 8T adder circuit are illus-
trated in Figure 13, respectively. The output generated will have some of the glitches due to a large
number of transistor counts. The output has the rising and fall due to the TG within the FinFET
technology in the cell design.

Table 3 shows the drain current analysis of 8T carry skip adder with the comparison with the
FinFET as well as MOSFET technology. As the height, thickness and transistor count changes the
drain current within the processor changes. Figures 14 and 15 show the graphical analysis of 8T
carry skip adder in FinFET technology and output waveforms of 8T carry skip adder in FinFET
technology.

As the main advantage of the proposed work is the reduction in power consumption as com-
pared with the existing system. By the decrease in the power consumption, the delay within the
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T A B L E 3 The values of the drain current of FinFET and MOSFET transistors
Number of
transistors
in series MOSFET FinFET

N-type Width (nm) Current (nA) TFIN (nm) HFIN (nm) NFIN Current (nA)

1 16.00 61.49 10.00 10.00 1 65.79

2 32.00 97.08 10.00 10.00 2 131.57

3 48.00 166.23 10.00 10.00 3 197.36

4 64.00 235.19 10.00 10.00 4 263.14

8 128.00 510.75 10.00 10.00 8 526.29

10 160.00 648.18 10.00 10.00 10 657.86

P-type

2 32.00 47.37 17.00 17.00 2 63.32

4 64.00 116.38 17.00 17.00 4 126.64

5 80.00 150.86 17.00 17.00 5 158.30

6 96.00 185.33 17.00 17.00 6 190.00

8 128.00 254.26 17.00 17.00 8 253.30

8/3 42.66 70.377 17.00 19.00 2 70.77

9 144.00 288.73 17.00 17.00 9 283.90

12 192.00 392.11 17.00 17.00 12 379.90

F I G U R E 14 Graphical analysis of 8 T carry skip adder in FinFET technology [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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F I G U R E 15 Output waveforms of 8 T carry skip adder in FinFET technology [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

processor decreases, whereas the speed of the system increases. The presence of multiple gates
in the FinFET technology reduces the channel effects within the system. By the enhancement in
the gate oxide thickness, the leakage current decreases, which, in turn, reduces the power dissi-
pation. Figure 16 represents the power consumption and the power dissipation of the proposed
system.

The cell design characteristic of FinFET technology is shown in Figure 17.
This will indicates the rising and falling of the voltage concerning the time
dependence.

The power delay can be measured with the calculation of energy consumed during
the switching event. Energy delay is calculated using the energy dissipated during the
switching time. The following equation indicates the delay calculation within the proposed
system.

Power delay = Propagation Delay × Average Power Dissipation

Energy delay = Power Delay × Propagation Delay

Figure 18 represents the power delay and the energy delay within the proposed
system.

Power delay and the energy delay are due to the various characteristic parameters, namely,
higher amounts of speed and the swing operation with the full form. The speed of the full
adder cell can be maximized with the switching operation which also increases the cost of the
processor.
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F I G U R E 16 A,B, Power consumption of proposed FinFET technology for various inputs

F I G U R E 17 Cell design characteristic of the 15 nm FinFET technology [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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F I G U R E 18 Power delay and energy delay of the proposed work [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

7 CONCLUSION

This implemented work consists of 8 T carry skip adder which is derived from the Conv-CSKA.
This discussed that adder consumes the total power up to 20%. The number of transistors
used within the proposed technique is lesser than that of the existing methods. In the exist-
ing methods, the output tends to have a little impact on the performance of the circuit. From
the proposed designing structure, we can able to design the 32-bit adder circuit which can be
used in the DSP applications. The proposed technique is implemented in the HSPICE sim-
ulation tool which is analyzed using metrics such as propagation delay, power dissipation,
power delay, and energy delay. Based on the findings of 8T FinFET technology, it is con-
cluded that the proposed FinFET technology has lesser tradeoff as compared with the MOSFET
adders.
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Brain cancer identification and segmentation is a prolonged and difficult task in Medical Image Processing, which
is most significant for providing appropriate treatment and increase patient’s life span. With the advancements
available in medical fields, soft computing techniques are incorporated to accurate detection and classification
of brain tumors. Besides brain cancer detection, it is vital to categorize tumor stage based on their features. For
that concern, this paper develops a Tumor Categorization Model (TCM) that includes image processing and soft
computing techniques. Here, pre-processing is carried out using modified Gabor filter and segmentation process
is performed with OTSU thresholding. Following segmentation, region growing is processed based on the pixel
intensities of input MRI brain images. Further, Discrete Wavelet Transform is enforced for extorting image fea-
tures as well as gray-level co-occurence matrix features are also derived for appropriate classifications. Finally,
the input MRI images are classified using Boosting Support Vector Machine (BSVM) with the benchmark dataset
called DICOM and BraTS dataset. The experimental results demonstrate accurate brain tumor detection and
categorization by the efficient incorporation of image processing and soft computing methodologies, provides
efficient clinical support in providing treatments.

Keywords: Tumor Categorization Model (TCM), MRI Brain Images, Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT),
Segmentation, Boosting Support Vector Machine (BSVM).

1. INTRODUCTION
In current scenario of medical sciences and digital health care
systems, several clinical services are provided to provide bet-
ter treatment for patients and to make appropriate decisions on
clinical practices. Among several medical services provided by e-
health systems, automated tumor detection mechanisms are very
much significant. There are several kinds of clinical data pro-
cessing that includes inputs from CT scan, MRI, X-ray and so
on [1]. MRI-Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Human Brain
is one of the techniques used to diagnose brain cancer, which
is one of the most severe and life-threatening disorders. More-
over, the MRI scan denotes the elements of cerebrum of brain
effectively in addition to the point to point image specifications.
The MRI images portray the brain tissues structure, functions
and metabolism in non-invasive manner [2]. Based on the state-
ments of Central Brain Tumor Registry of the United States
(CBTRUS), brain cancer is uppermost death causing diseases
than other kind of cancers [3]. For avoiding that, earlier detection

∗Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

of brain tumor is more significant and methodologies are to be
determined accordingly.

In this paper, soft computing models are incorporated for the
analytical computation and reasoning capabilities. Some of the
majorly used soft computing techniques are Evolutionary algo-
rithm, support vector machine, fuzzy based methods, neural net-
works, and so on. The general work process for clinical data
processing in cancer diagnosis is presented in Figure 1 that incor-
porates image processing and soft computing techniques.

Based on the classification results provided by the defined
technique, the treatment decisions can be taken by the health
practitioners. Specifically, for tumors, the patients are advised to
undergo radiation, chemotherapy or surgery based on the grade
of the detected tumor. This appropriate or effective decision mak-
ing enhances the survival rates of patients; even the earlier tumor
diagnosis can reduce the patient sufferings in considerable man-
ner [4]. Hence, the research related to brain tumors with image
processing has gained significance in the department of medi-
cal sciences. With such a goal in mind, this study presents the
Tumor Categorization Model (TCM), a model for classifying
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Fig. 1. Medical data processing for disease diagnosis.

cancer images according to their stages. Some of problems found
in brain tumor diagnosis are listed below:
• As the size of the cancer tissues increases, it may completely
damage the brain and other parts of the body too.
• The lesser number of training images would lead to reduced
classification performance. Thus the required accuracy level can’t
be reached.

Here, the modality utilized for brain tumor detection is MRI
images, since, it contains better image resolution. The acquired
brain images are given for noise removal to the modified Gobar
filter and OTSU thresholding is used for segmentation. For
extracting significant features for appropriate classification, DWT
and gray level occurrence matrix is employed and features are
selected using Lion Optimization. Further, classification process
is done through Boosting Support Vector Machine (BSVM).

2. RELATED STUDIES
The Ref. [5], Local Binary Patterns based image processing has
been carried out for extracting the local features of the input
images. Moreover, the original spectral and gabor features were
extracted using two fusion techniques such as decision and fea-
ture level fusion techniques. In Ref. [6], a comparative evalua-
tion has been carried out between the Cascade Architecture and
Feed Forward Neural Networks based classifications. And, Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) based feature extraction was
incorporated. The dataset images were obtained from the Olivetti
Research Lab database dataset for training and testing for the
classification evaluations.

A hybrid model has been defined in Ref. [7] that used Fuzzy
C-Means clustering and SVM for brain cancer diagnosis as well
as classification. Moreover, image enhancement methods have
been used to enhance the image features for appropriate results.
Before applying classification model, feature extraction has been
performed with the Grey level run length matrix. Further, an
ensemble based classification technique has been presented in
Ref. [8] to improve the accuracy of classification in brain cancer
detection and classification.

Unsupervised learning models were used in Ref. [9] such as
FCM for tumor image classification, specifically spatial FCM
was used in the process. Active contour modelling was also been
used for determining the cancer tissue border in precise man-
ner [10]. The authors of Ref. [11] presented the tumor detection
model with minimal processing time using the morphological
functions. Additionally, it is to be stated that the computational
cost of detection process is based on the storage and processing
time [12].

Therefore, feature reduction process was presented in Ref. [13]
for reducing the number of features that are chosen for classifi-
cation process. Furthermore, in the work [14], the local features
of MRI images such localization, frequency, was observed with
the Gabor wavelet factors.
In some other papers, the feature extraction have been pro-

cessed with GLCM, grey level run length matrix and first order
statistical features [15]. In Ref. [16], combined classification
model with BPNN in addition to SVM are employed to deter-
mine accurate MRI image categorization. In general, the NN
based classification takes longer processing time, since it requires
to process with training and testing process. The limitation
can be effectively handled and overcome using support vector
machine [16].
Automated brain tumor detection has been presented in

Ref. [17], which used K-means clustering and morphological
function based feature selection. Further, the authors of Ref. [18]
used rapid Fourier transform for feature extortion of MRI images,
to reduce the number of extracted features, minimal redundancy
and maximal relevance model. The brain image contains both
normal and abnormal cells that are to be segmented with effective
models [19]. For accurate tumor image segmentation, the authors
of Ref. [20] used the combination of FCM and seed growing
methods. Wavelet transform related feature extortion to detect
breast cancer was described in Ref. [21].
In the work [22], the outcomes of PCA and kernel functions

were given to the SVM classification to detect the tumor appro-
priately [28]. And, in Ref. [23], Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
based classification was used for MRI brain image classification.
In a different manner, localized fuzzy clustering has been used
for extracting the spatial data of images in Ref. [24]. Moreover,
Jaccard Similarity measurement is employed to segment brain
image depending on white, gray parts and cerebrospinal fluids.
Based on the image intensities, active contour based segmen-

tation has been applied in Ref. [25] that support exact tumor
diagnosis with enhanced image features using Gaussian Mixture
method. Further, in the work [26], a hybrid model that combined
PCA and ANN has been used for MRI brain tumor classifica-
tions. By analysing the works presented in this survey, a new idea
is framed for implementing an efficient model for brain tumor
diagnosis and classification that provides better accuracy than
other models.

3. WORK PROCESS OF TUMOR
CATEGORIZATION MODEL WITH
EFFICIENT IMAGE PROCESSING AND
SOFT COMPUTING METHODS

The proposed Tumor Categorization Model (TCM) acquires MRI
brain images as input and processed with image processing and
soft computing techniques for producing appropriate classifica-
tion results. Further, the classified tumor images are categorized
into specific stages for supporting medical practitioners for treat-
ment decision making. The functions involved in the proposed
mode are diagrammatically presented in Figure 2.

3.1. Image Acquisition
Here, Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Brain samples are given
as the input for the proposed model. However, MRI inputs con-
tain some noise that may cause incorrect classifications. Hence,
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Fig. 2. Functions involved in proposed model.

input samples are processed and segmented for obtaining accu-
rate brain tumor detection.

3.2. Pre-Processing with Modified Gabor Filter
The input brain samples are pre-processed here with Modified
Gabor Filter, which is different from the gabor filter operations
with minimal time consumption for processing. Moreover, the
operations involved in the modified gabor filter based image pro-
cessing are given as follows:
• Initially, the spatial aspect ratio are not considered, thereby,
distortion of samples are reduced effectively.
• Instead, the spatial aspect ratio is taken directly at the kernel
size.
• This reduces the noise level effectively and helps to obtain
clear MRI samples for further processing.

Moreover, the mathematical computations involved in the
Modified Gabor Filter Processing are described below:
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Where x1=2�xcos��	+ysin ��	/�n−1	 and y1=
2�−xcos��	+ysin ��		/�n−1	, ‘n’ stands the kernel size,
finally, the obtained image after the application of the filter as
mentioned,

M�x�y	=I�x�y	∗ f �x�y��������	 (2)

3.3. OTSU Thresholding Based Image Segmentation
In this section, the image samples are converted into binary
image, in which the pixels are given as 0 and 1, represents two
discrete states of images. Specifically, ‘1’ represents the data in
white color, whereas, ‘0’ denotes the black color of images. For
effective evaluation of cancer nodules in the image, the digital
image is divided into several segments for exact identification.
Here, segmentation is performed with OTSU thresholding model.
Moreover, discrete states are considered here as the threshold
rates, and, the pixel that are not in the range of the threshold
states are removed. The binary image conversion provides num-
ber of benefits such as minimal storage usage, fast velocity dis-
pensation and easier processing, since it requires only two states
to be considered for computations. This kind of segmentation
also helps in exact detection of Region of Interest (ROI) and
that are to be given for tumor diagnosis process. After segmen-
tation, Region Growing process is established and explained in
the following section.

3.4. Region Growing
This is the process of combining pixels into some larger regions
based on certain rules. For growing regions, ‘seed’ points are to
be selected that are having similar properties for grouping. A set
of points are considered as input in sample, objects are noted
for segmentation. Area develops via considering the neighbour
points of the defined region in iterative manner. Moreover, the
pixel similarity is measured based on the pixel strength as well
as mean determination of region. Neighbouring pixels that are
having minimal difference are combined to frame the region,
which are further to be given for feature extraction.

3.5. Feature Extortion
Feature extortion is the procedure that derives quantitative data
from the segmented region like texture, shapes, color, and con-
trast. At this time, two kinds of feature extractions are performed
through Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) as well as GLCM.

3.5.1. Wavelet Coefficient Extraction
This section defines the wavelet coefficient extraction process
from MRI brain images using Discrete Wavelet Transforms. The
wavelet points the frequency data of signal function that is sig-
nificant for result evaluations. Moreover, the two dimensional
wavelet transform is employed that produces four bands based
on the two state of wavelet separation of ROI, such as,
• Low-Low
• Low-High
• High-Low
• High-High

First two states are used to denote the images with low fre-
quency and the other two states are used to represent the higher
frequency rate of images, respectively. Here, images with low
states are used with (Low-Low) state of given sample and the
image is further divided into second state. For better analysis of
features of tumor cells, the samples are separated as spatial data
that are obtained by minor sub-bands, further, the advanced fre-
quency components are compared with the previous bands. The
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variant frequency elements and each element was analyzed with
scalar matching and it is mathematically given as,

DWTf�I	 = �dx�y=
∑

f �I	H ∗i�I−2xy	dx�y

= ∑
f �I	L∗i�I−2xy	 (3)

Where, the wavelet coefficients ‘dx�y’ denotes the element fac-
tor in image function f �I	, ‘H’ and ‘L’ denotes the high and low
states of image frequencies, respectively. And, x and y are the
wavelet scalar factors.

3.5.2. GLCM Based Feature Extraction
For enhancing the accuracy rate of classification results, the fea-
ture extraction is carried out using Gray-Level Co-occurence
Matrix. Based on the spatial information and relations between
pixels, the statistical features of images are derived in this
section. Moreover, it is determined with two dimensional his-
togram that has (x, y) element is the frequency of incidence of
‘x’ amid ‘y.’

Here, the gray scales are termed as x and y, with distance func-
tion D=1 and computes the regularity of incidence with pixel
strength x that occurs regarding y. Further, the textural features
such as correlation, image contrast, energy, entropy and homo-
geneity are determined depending on lower as well as higher sub
bands of wavelet computations. Calculations for textural feature
determinations are presented below:
(i) Image Contrast (IC):

The difference between the pixel intensities of particular
image is given as,

IC=
m−1∑
p=0

n−1∑
q=0

�p−q	2f �p�q	 (4)

Where, p and q defines the pixel intensities of the given MRI
image.
(ii) Correlation:

Correlation (CRR) can be defined as the measurement of
dependencies between the spatial data of pixels in the image,
which is mathematically presented as,

CRR=
∑m−1

p=0

∑n−1
q=0�p�q	f �p�q	−MpMq

�p�q

(5)

Where, �p and �q are the variances of p and q.
(iii) Energy (EY):

Determination of affinity in any image is given as Energy
computations, which can be further defined as the measurable
amount of recurring pixel pairs. The computation is presented as,

EY=
√√√√m−1∑

p=0

n−1∑
q=0

f 2�p�q	 (6)

(v) Entropy (EPY):
The designated intrusion of textural image is calculated as the

entropy of the image, which is expressed as,

EPY=
m−1∑
p=0

n−1∑
q=0

f �p�q	log2f �p�q	 (7)

(v) Homogeneity (HY):
Local uniformity of MRI sample is termed as homogeneity

computation that can differentiate textural and non-textural image
properties.

HY=
m−1∑
p=0

n−1∑
q=0

1

1+�p−q	2
f �p�q	 (8)

The extorted features are finally provided to the Boosting
SVM for classifications of MRI inputs under benign and malig-
nant categories.

3.6. BSVM Based Classification
The soft computing technique incorporated here for classifica-
tion is Boosting Support Vector Machine based classifications,
denotes the operations of SVM is infused with the boosting
mechanism for accurate classification of MRI images. More-
over, the signification features are extracted with the DWT and
DLCM in the previous section, which are utilized for classifi-
cation performance. The BSVM mechanism performs effectively
when handling with large data and high dimensional medical
data. Primary benefit of using BSVM classification method is that
model decreases the computational complexities and processing
time in efficient manner. The hypothesis of the incorporated clas-
sification technique is expressed based on the boosting technique,
as hyperplanein feature space. Here, the coefficients are selected
in such as manner to reduce the error rate on training data.

3.6.1. Size and Stage Description of Tumors for
Classification

After processing the images with BSVM, the samples are eval-
uated for tumor size and cancer stages based on the following
descriptions.
• Stage 0: the size of tumor is detected as very small and it can
be named as Edema and categorized under Stage 0.
• Stage 1: when the diagnosed tumor size is ≤0.5 mm, then it
is categorized under benign stage
• Stage 2: when the detected tumor size is ranges between (1
and 4 mm), it can be classified under stage 2 and denoted as
Necrosis. This kind of tumour contains several abnormal cells.
• Stage 3: the size of tumor is ranges between 5 to 10 mm, then
it comes under Stage 3 and may contains several dead and divid-
ing tissues. And, that can be termed as Anaplastic Astrocytoma
or Ependyoma clinically.
• Stage 4: When the tumor size ≥10 mm, then it is considered
as the stage 4 and stated as Glioblastoma. This stage of tumors
is to be critically treated.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For evaluations, the input MRI brain samples are obtained from
the DICOM [26] and BraTS [27]. BraTS 2020 employs pre-
operative MRI scans from many institutions and concentrates on
segmenting (Task 1) fundamentally diverse (in look, form, and
histology) brain cancers, such as gliomas. In this work 80 MR
brain images were utilized for evaluation. 80% of the images are
used for training, while 20% are used for testing. MATLAB sim-
ulation is used to evaluate the suggested model. Also shown in
Figures 3 and 4 are example images taken from aforementioned
databases.
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Fig. 3. Sample images from DICOM dataset.

From DICOM dataset, 18 images are taken for processing with
the proposed TUmor Categorization Model. Among, 9 images
are provided for training and left over samples are given for
testing. From another benchmark database BraTS, 150 images
are considered from processing, amongst, 75 have tumor images
with benign state and the rest in malignant state.

The measures, such as the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
and Mean Square Error (MSE), are used to assess the effec-
tiveness of the suggested model. The equations are expressed as
follows,

MSE= 1

XY

X∑
i=1

Y∑
j=1

�a�i�j	−b�i�j		2 (9)

PSNR=10log10
�2m−1	2√

MSE
(10)

Fig. 4. MRI brain samples from BraTS dataset.

Where, a�i�j	 is actual sample, b�i�j	-the modified sample,
(i�j) is pixel position for X∗Y . Further, Accuracy, Precision and
Recall rates are calculated by the following expressions,

Accuracy = �True Positive+True Negative	

/�True Positive+True Negative

+False Positive+False Negative	 (11)

Precision= True Positive
True Positive+False Positive

(12)

Recall= True Positive

True Positive+False Negative
(13)

For pre-processing, modified Gabor filter is used, which
reduces the additional noise in source MRI brain image. Subse-
quent to the application of MGF, enhanced image in presented
in Figure 5 with respect to source MRI brain image with benign
cancer and Figure 6 presents the results of MGF for malignant
tumor, respectively.

Further, the filter image is given for OTSU based thresholding
for segmentation. The obtained result over the malignant tumor
image is portrayed in Figure 7. And region growing is deter-
mined for appropriate tumor tissue definition with precise bor-
ders. Following, the significant attributes are extorted from image
for appropriate classifications. Depending on those attributes the
classification model is trained and tested for evaluations. The
finally segmented brain tumor image is given in Figure 8, which
has to be provided for measuring the size and shape of the tumor
for classification.

An image from BraTS dataset is processed with the Tumor
Categorization Model with the operations in that for categoriz-
ing tumor stages. The results are presented in Figure 9, which
acquires the input from benchmark brain tumor dataset and given
for pre-processing, segmentation and region growing. The seg-
mented image is further utilized for feature extraction with DWT
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Fig. 5. (a) Original input (b) after the application of MGF.

and GLCM. Then, BSVM based classification is carried out for
separating images under benign and malignant classes. When
TCM comes into act, the size and shape of the segmented tumor
image is measured. Specifically, in the given example, the size
of the segmented image is measured as 5.6 mm. Based on that,
the brain tumor comes under the categorization of Stage 3. Fol-
lowing, the appropriate treatment suggestions are provided to the
medical practitioners for providing better treatments.

The suggested model’s performance will be assessed in order
to demonstrate its efficacy. The specificity, sensitivity, accuracy,
precision, as well as recall of the findings are used to evaluate
them. Additionally, comparative evaluations are made with the
existing models such as SVM [9] and ANN [23]. The evaluated
results based on the performance factors are portrayed in the
Figure 10. The suggested framework produces a higher level of
precision and accuracy than the comparative works, according to
the research.

The Figure 11 displays the results of accuracy rates with
respect to the compared works. Because of the effective utiliza-
tion of image processing and soft computing techniques, higher

Fig. 6. (a) Original malignant tumor sample (b) filtered image.

Fig. 7. (a) Malignant tumor image (b) image after segmentation.

Fig. 8. Segmented brain tumor cells after region growing.

rate accuracy in tumor image classification and categorization
is achieved in the proposed model. The proposed TCM attains
96.8% of accuracy in average with the effective accumulation of
image enhancement and segmentation process.
While designing a tumor classification model, the processing

time is to be significantly evaluated. Here, the BSVM classifi-
cation model is used, in which the model reduced the computa-
tional complexities and processing time for training and testing

Fig. 9. Processing with BraTS brain image sample (a) source raw image
(b) filtered image (C) segmented image (d) refined image.
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Fig. 10. Performance comparison based comparative evaluations.

Fig. 11. Accuracy rate comparisons between models.

Fig. 12. Analysis with processing time.

brain samples in an effective manner. The evaluation results
are plotted against the input samples, where the model takes
more time when the number of samples to be processed is
becoming higher. Comparably, the proposed model acquires min-
imal processing time than compared works as displayed in the
Figure 12.

Here performance analyses of the proposed and existing
methodologies are given based on processing time parameter.
This investigation shows that the suggested TCM technique
requires less processing time for brain cancer identifica-
tion, whereas SVM and ANN require greater processing
time.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In addition to the appropriate Brian Tumor Diagnosis and Clas-
sifications, the category of tumor or appropriate tumor state are
also known to the medical practitioner for providing better ser-
vices to save people lives. For that, a Tumor Categorization
Model (TCM) with the effective incorporation of image pro-
cessing and soft computing techniques is developed and evalu-
ated in this paper. The model utilizes the Modified Gabor filter
for removing additional noise. OTSU thresholding and region
growing methods are used for exact segmentation of tumor tis-
sue with appropriate marginal definitions. Further, feature extrac-
tion is carried out with two techniques called DET and GLCM
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for deriving significant features for tumor image classification,
which is processed with the BSVM based model. Additionally,
the classified images are further given for measuring its size
and shapes, to identify about the stages of tumor. Further, the
model is evaluated using the images from two different bench-
mark datasets called DICOM and BraTS datasets and acquired
solutions are contratsed with the present classification models.
Based on comparisons, proposed TCM provides better rate of
accuracy with lower processing time. The proposed TCM attains
96.8% of accuracy in average with the effective accumulation
of image enhancement and segmentation process. In future, the
work can be developed further by developing models for pro-
cessing hyperspectral images with soft computing methodologies
for forwarding the image processing research to the next levels
in disease diagnosis.
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problems such as the greenhouse effect and the ozone 
hole. These problems are related to the release of pollut-
ant gasses in the atmosphere, therefore their exposure and 
demolitions are the hot global priority. As mentioned in the 
literature, the semiconducting metal oxide of solid-state 
 (SnO2,  TiO2, ZnO) gas sensors is widely preferred due to 
a sequence of specific advantages [1]. Particularly, n-type 
metal oxide semiconductor of titanium dioxide  (TiO2) is an 
effective material for the different new applications such as 
solar cell [2], purifier of environmental pollutants [3], pho-
tocatalysis [4], gas sensors [5], corrosion-protection [6] and 
microelectronics [7, 8] applications, due to its properties of 
non-toxicity in aqua, reasonable cost, powerful oxidation 
potential and high chemical inertness  TiO2 is an attractive 
material owing to their notable ability to change the electri-
cal resistance (conductance) in response to oxidizing and 
reducing gasses, and the electronic structure of  TiO2 and 
its consequences as far as the gas sensing performance is 
concerned immensely.

TiO2 defined with three polymorphic forms such as 
anatase, brookite, and rutile. The Rutile  (D4h,14P42/mnm, 
symmetry) and anatase  (D4h,19I41/amd, symmetry) make 
a tetragonal phase and they were developed commercially, 
but the orthorhombic phase of brookite (Pcab, lower sym-
metry) is very difficult to prepare but naturally present in a 
solitary crystal form. Brookite and anatase may be turned 
to rutile phase by the subject of higher temperature, usu-
ally at ~750 to ~1000 °C respectively [9]. A rutile phase 
is usually the dominant phase in  TiO2, but some work has 
been synthesizing an anatase phase because of their impor-
tance in practical engineering applications in sensors [10]. 
The fabrication of the anatase and rutile phases strongly 
depends on the temperature and deposition method [11]. 
Attentively many techniques are used to prepare the stabi-
lized anatase  TiO2 thin films namely, sol–gel [12], chemical 

Abstract In this work, effects of thickness towards vol-
ume proportion of  TiO2 nanofilms were deposited on a 
glass substrate at 500 °C by using ANSP method. The opti-
cal profilometer shows the coated films thicknesses were 
increased (186, 234, 311, 397 and 433 nm) by increasing 
the volume proportion. Based on the thickness, The XRD 
reveals a polycrystalline tetragonal anatase phase with 
decreased particle sizes. The topographical study (AFM) of 
3D surface view shows the incremented average roughness 
 (Ra) values. The surface morphological variations with 
decremented particle size were examined by FESEM. The 
maximum transmittance ~78.5% (λ = 612.8 nm) is obtained 
to 186  nm thickness and further increment of thickness 
shows the decremented value of transmittance with an 
absorption edge shifted from lower to higher wavelength 
(blue shift) and the calculated band gap value Eg = 3.65–
3.26 eV. The gas sensing performances of films was studied 
by using a various sensing parameters, obviously  C2H6O 
gas shows highest response  (Sm = 13% as 397 nm) at 300 °C 
for 150 ppm gas concentration against other gasses  (NH3, 
 CH4O,  C3H8O and  C3H6O).

1 Introduction

The improvement of nanoscience and nanotechnology plays 
an effective role to reduce several global environmental 
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vapor deposition [13], pulsed laser deposition [14], electro-
chemical [15], RF-magnetron sputtering and spray pyroly-
sis deposition [16]. Among them, the spray pyrolysis is 
one of the significant methods which are may effectively 
opened new routes to nanotechnology. This process impor-
tantly has a very safety, less expensive, no need in vacuum 
arrangement and sustaining homogeneity in large area of 
film coating [17] behaviors.

Significantly, the effect of thickness plays an important 
role in controlling the phase stability and film properties, 
which is one of the critical parameters to achieve a desired 
structural and functional property [18]. As our knowledge, 
only a few works have been studied by using acetylac-
etone stabilized Ti-alkoxide precursors, whereas the phase 
stability was not maintained on their works also [19–21]. 
Particularly no systematic study of structural and optical 
characterization of the anatase phase  TiO2 films deposited 
by spray pyrolysis technique from the source of acetylac-
etone stabilized Ti-isopropoxide have been performed. Pre-
dominantly, the automated nebulizer sprayed anatase phase 
stabilized and gas sensing performances of  TiO2 film have 
not been studied so far. The aim of this work is to deposit 
 TiO2 nanofilms on preheated glass substrate at 500 °C with 
different volume proportions by the method of automated 
nebulizer spray pyrolysis and exemplify the effect thickness 
on structural, optical, topography, morphological and gas 
sensing performance of  TiO2 nanofilms.

2  Experimental details

TiO2 nanofilms array with nominal volume proportions 
(x) of 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0 and 12.5 ml is taken and prepared 
by using automated nebulizer spray pyrolysis technique 
(ANSP) in an air atmosphere. The experimental setup, 
procedure and advantages of ANSP were explained [9] 
elsewhere and the observed basic parameters were men-
tioned in Table  1. The primary stock solution was pre-
pared with 0.1  M/l of titanium tetra-isopropoxide (TTIP) 
[Ti[OCH(CH3)2]4] dissolved in 50  ml mixed solution of 
ethanol (EtOH)  (C2H5OH) solvent with acetylacetone 
(AcAc)  [CH3COCH2COCH3] stabilizer in the ratio of 
(4:1) and stirred for 15 min by using magnetic stirrer. The 
obtained transparent pale yellow solution with different 
above mentioned volume proportions was sprayed on the 
ultrasonically cleaned glass substrate at 500 °C.

Various volume proportions of coated films may bring 
into being a various thickness of the films and their charac-
terization is analyzed by the following study. The structural 
properties of  TiO2 films were entirely studied by X-ray dif-
fraction (Bruker D8 advance X-ray diffractometer) with 
Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.15418  nm). Surface morphology 
of the films was characterized via atomic force microscope 

(AFM, Model-Nanoscope E) and field emission scanning 
electron microscopy (FESEM, Quanta-250 FEG) apply-
ing an operating voltage 30.0 kV. An optical study of the 
films was done by Ultra Violet–Visible–Near Infrared 
(UV–Vis–NIR) spectrophotometer (Model JASCO-V-500) 
in the range from 250 to 980 nm and thickness of the films 
was determined by using surface profilometer (SJ-301 
Mitutoyo). Finally, the gas sensing performances were 
studied by LCR meter (GW Instek LCR-821).

3  Results and discussion

XRD study of thickness varied (186, 234, 311, 397, 
433 nm) nanofilms of  TiO2 are shown in Fig. 1. The coated 
films were generally polycrystalline with stabilized anatase 
form of tetragonal phase with prominent diffraction peaks 

Table 1  Optimized spray parameter for  TiO2 nanofilms with thick-
ness variation

Particulars Parameter

Spray type Nebulizer
Air blast Atomizer
Carrier gas pressure 30 Pa
Solution flow rate 0.10 ml/min
Distance from substrate to spray 

nozzle
5 cm

Substrate type Glass
Solvent Ethanol and acetyle acetone
Precursor Titanium isopropoxide
Concentration 0.1 mol/l
Deposition variation 2.50, 5.00, 7.50, 10.00, 12.50 ml
Deposition temperature 500 °C

Fig. 1  XRD study on various thickness of  TiO2 nanofilms
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at 2θ° = 25.51, 38.31, 48.66 and 55.44° corresponding to 
(101), (112), (200) and (105) reflection planes were well 
fitted with standard JCPDS data, card no. 89-4921. Mean-
time, this film was not detected other two remaining phases 
(brookite, rutile) because the preparation method and raw 
materials were maintain the phase stability [22]. The crys-
tallite size ‘D’ is calculated using Scherrer formula [23],

where D is the crystalline size, λ is the wavelength of 
X-rays, β is the broadening of diffraction line measured 
at half its maximum intensity in radius, d is interplanner 
spacing value and θ is the angle of diffraction. The average 
crystallite size and d-spacing value were found to decrease 
with increase in thickness and their intensity of  TiO2 films 
varied with respect to thickness. The lattice constants deter-
mined from the present data are a = 3.788 and c = 9.549 Å. 
The dislocation density and microstrain were calculated by 
using equations (3) and (4) for  TiO2 films [9].

The variation of dislocation density and microstrain 
with different thickness of  TiO2 was listed in Table 2. It has 
been confirmed that the calculated average crystalline size, 
d-spacing value, lattice parameter, dislocation density and 
microstrain of the obtained films values corresponded to 
that of the bulk  TiO2 anatase phase structure [24].

Atomic force microscope (AFM) allows us to get micro-
scopic information on the surface structure and to plot 
topographies representing the surface relief. This tech-
nique offers digital images which allow quantitative meas-
urements of surface features, such as root mean square 
roughness  Rq, or average roughness  Ra, and the analysis of 
images from different perspectives, including three-dimen-
sional simulation. The topography view of 2  µm × 2  µm 
sized three-dimensional AFM images of  TiO2 nanofilms 
with different thickness (186, 234, 311, 397, 433  nm) is 
shown in Fig.  2a–e. In sample with the lowest thickness, 
particles rather are isolated from each other (Fig.  2a, b) 
while in Fig.  2c–e are continually in distribution these 
changes in surface morphology might lead to degradation 
in the crystalline quality of the film [25]. This suggests 
that the particles seen at the surface of the film are clus-
ters of crystallites. The AFM analyses of average rough-
ness parameters were listed in Table 2. It can be seen from 
the figure, the surface roughness and coating thickness of 

(1)D =
0.9 × �

(� × cos �)

(2)d =
n�

(2 sin �)

(3)� =
1

D2

(4)� =
�

D sin �
−

�

tan �

the films is increased with respect to thickness. This vari-
ation shows the fine correspondence with crystalline size 
and d-spacing value of XRD study. Figure 2f–j shows the 
surface morphological characterisation of  TiO2 nanofilms 
and it is analysed by using field emission scanning electron 
microscope (FESEM). The smaller thickness of the coated 
films (186  nm) depicts the spherical shape structures and 
for the thickness of 234, 311, 397, 433 nm shows the micro 
spherical structures. The observed particle sizes were 
decreased by increase in thickness, which is in good agree-
ment with structural and topography study.

The optical transmittance spectra of  TiO2 nanofilms over 
the spectral range of 250 nm to 980 nm are shown in Fig. 3. 
The oscillating nature of average transmittance is enhanced 
up to 78.4% (at λ = 616 nm) for the coated film of 186 nm 
thickness. The transmittance values of all coated films 
were decreased by increase in thickness. This decrement is 
caused by the fundamental absorption of light may increase 
the quality of defect less films immensely [26]. The UV 
region of sharp absorption edges was shift from shorter to 
longer wavelength (Blue-shift) due to the thickness (186, 
234, 311, 397, 433 nm) variations, since the improvement 
in crystal quality of the films along with a reduction in 
porosity [27]. The band gap energy was calculated by using 
the Tauc’s relation [28].

where  Eg is the optical band gap of the sample and A is 
constant. Optical band gap  (Eg) energy of  TiO2 film is car-
ried out by extrapolating linear region spectrum (αhν)2 ver-
sus (hν) as shown in Fig. 4. The obtained band gap energy 
(Eg = 3.26–3.65) is decreased from higher to lower with 
respect to increasing thickness because of an improvement 
in film quality may reduce the structural defect. The stand-
ard band gap energy of anatase phase  TiO2 is 3.20  eV is 
finely coinciding with a coated thickness of 397 nm, hence 
the film was currently matched with XRD study.

3.1  Gas sensing behavior of  TiO2 nanofilms

The schematic diagram of the gas sensor setup was repre-
sented in Fig. 5. As we can be seen, the cylindrical stainless 
steel testing chamber inbuilt with a nichrome-heating ele-
ment and a chromel–alumel thermocouple is fixed at bot-
tom of the testing chamber and it is well connected with 
a temperature controller for adjusting the temperature (~up 
to 500 °C). The sensing measurements were proceeded by 
a static process: a specified amount of the test gas such as 
 C2H6O,  NH3,  CH4O,  C3H8O, and  C3H6O was injected into 
a testing chamber and mixed with air. A mass flow control-
ler (MFCs) was used to control the concentration of the test 
gasses. The sensor films were electrically connected to a 

(5)�(h�) = A(h� − Eg)
1∕2
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Fig. 2  a–j Topography view of 
AFM and surface morphology 
of FESEM for  TiO2 thin films
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two-probe setup for measure the resistance variation (GW 
Instek LCR-821) and hence calculate the sensing response. 
The gas sensitivity response (S) factor of  TiO2 nanofilms 
was calculated by using the relation of resistance in the air 
 (Rair) and resistance in reducing gasses  (Rgas), which was 
expressed as [29].

Based on that, various parameters such as crystallite 
size, film thickness, porosity, amount and nature of dopant, 
catalysts and surface states are known to be important in 
enhance the gas sensitivity of the sensors element [30]. The 
main emphasis of this letter is to study the chemiresistors 
(metal oxide) gas sensing surface phenomenon of adsorbed 
oxygen and different gases  (CH3OH,  NH3,  C3H8O,  C2H6O 
and  C3H6O) with various parameters of sensitivity, selec-
tivity, response and recovery times with respect to the 
function of temperature (°C) and gas concentration (ppm) 
of pure titanium oxide nanofilms were prepared by using 
automated nebulizer spray pyrolysis method. The sensing 
nature of pure  TiO2 films significantly relates with operat-
ing temperature [31]. Accordingly, the gas sensing response 
behaviour of various coated thickness (186, 234 nm, 311, 
397, 433  nm) of  TiO2 nanofilms were represented with a 
function of temperature (50–350 °C) at an constant gas 
concentration (150 ppm) of  C2H6O reducing gas is shown 
in Fig. 6(left). As we can be seen, the gas response of all 
the films increased with respect to operating temperature, 
the sensor element  (TiO2) of the various coated thickness 
of the films reaches the maximum gas response  (Sm = 13% 
as 397 nm) at  300○C and then falls with further increase 
in operating temperature is due to the mechanism of gas 
adsorption and desorption of chemiresistors (metal oxide) 
[1]. Similarly, Fig.  6(right) denote the various reducing 
gas sensing response of 397 nm thickness of  TiO2 with a 
function of temperature (50–350 °C) at a constant gas con-
centration (150  ppm). Among the various reducing gas, 
the  C2H6O reducing gas reveals the highest gas response 
 (Sm = 13%) may be due to the surface phenomenon of 
adsorbed oxygen, nanocrystalline nature of films and 
higher surface to volume ratio [32].

The dependence of sensitivity towards different thick-
ness of (186, 234, 311, 397, 433 nm)  TiO2 on the  C2H6O 
gas concentration at an operating temperature of  300○C 
is shown in Fig.  7(left). It is observed that the sensitivity 
increases linearly as the  C2H6O concentration increases 
from 30 to 150  ppm and then decreases with further 
increase in the  C2H6O gas concentration. The linear rela-
tionship between the sensitivity and the  C2H6O gas con-
centration at low concentrations may be attributed to the 
availability of a sufficient number of sensing sites on the 

(6)S =
Rair − Rgas

Rgas

=
ΔR

Rgas

∼
Rair

Rgas

Fig. 3  Variation of transmittance as a function of wavelength for 
 TiO2 nanofilms

Fig. 4  Plot of (αhν) 2 versus hν for  TiO2 films sprayed at 773 K
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Fig. 5  Schematic diagram of gas sensor setup
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film to act upon the  C2H6O. The lower and higher gas con-
centration involves a lower and higher surface coverage of 
gas molecules, resulting in a lower and higher surface reac-
tion between the surface adsorbed oxygen species and the 
gas molecules. Further increase in gas concentration the 
surface reaction will be gradual and reached saturation of 
the surface coverage of gas molecules. Thus, the maximum 
sensitivity was obtained at an operating temperature of 
 300○C for the exposure of 150 ppm of  C2H6O reducing gas. 

Figure 7(right) shows the various reducing gas response to 
397  nm thickness of  TiO2 films at 300 °C operating tem-
perature for different gas concentration. Which is shows the 
 C2H6O gas exposes highest sensitivity response when com-
pared with other reducing gasses.

Figure 8(left) shows the sensitivity response to different 
thickness (186, 234, 311, 397, 433 nm) of various reduc-
ing gasses at 300 °C operating temperature with constant 
gas concentration (150 ppm). Among all gasses, the  C2H6O 

Fig. 6  Sensitivity response of 
ethanol gas with the function of 
temperature for various coated 
thickness, sensitivity response 
to 397 nm thickness with an 
functions of temperature (right)

Fig. 7  Sensitivity response of 
ethanol gas with the func-
tion of gas concentration for 
various coated thickness (left), 
sensitivity response to 397 nm 
thickness with an functions of 
gas concentration (right)

Fig. 8  Sensitivity response of 
various gases with the function 
of coated thickness (left side), 
sensitivity response and recov-
ery time to 397 nm coated film 
of  TiO2 (right side)
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gas reveals the high sensitivity response for the respective 
parameter. The effective of these sensors is very fast as it 
can be observed; that the gas response and gas recovery 
times are defined as the times of conductance takes to reach 
90% of  (Rf–R0) when the gas is introduced and to recover 
30% of  (Rf–R0) when the flux of the air is restored. Fig-
ure 8(right) says the response and recovery time for  C2H6O 
are about 20 and 90  s respectively. The quick response 
 C2H6O gas may due to faster oxidation, which shows 
their good sensing ability and their time to the sensitivity 
response of the sensor element has approximately constant 
in every cycle, which is indicating the repeatability of the 
sensor.

3.2  Gas sensing mechanism

The fast response and quick recovery of  C2H6O reducing 
gas having a most important feature of the present inves-
tigation are high gas response, high selectivity to against 
other gasses  (NH3,  CH4O,  C3H8O, and  C3H6O). The 
enhanced response could be attributed to nanocrystalline 
nature of the films. It is known that the high sensitivity 
performances were sustained with a metal oxide, which 
absorbs oxygen species of  O−

2,  O− or  O2− from the sur-
rounding and also control the increment of conductivity 
due to electron capture by oxidizing gas [33] were as,

The presence of chemically adsorbed oxygen could 
cause electron depletion in the thin film surface and be 
building up of Schottky surface barrier; consequently, the 
electrical conduction of thin film decreased to a minimum. 
When a surface of the material exposed to the reducing gas, 
the interaction with the chemisorbed oxygen can take place 
in a various way. Here, the maximum sensitivity of surface 
reactions can be written to the reducing gas of ethanol as 
the follows [34]:

with this reaction, many electrons could be released to 
a thin film surface. This could make the Schottky sur-
face barrier decrease; with the depletion layer thinner; 
consequently, the electrical conductance of the thin film 
increases. More gas would be absorbed by the thin film sur-
face; thus, the gas sensitivity was enhanced. An increase in 
operating temperature causes oxidation of a large number 
of  C2H6O molecules, thus producing a very large number 
of electrons. Therefore, conductivity increases largely. This 
is the reason why the gas sensitivity increases with oper-
ating temperature. However, the sensitivity decreases at 

(7)O
2
(gas) + e

−
→ O

2
(ads)−

(8)O
2
(ads)− + e

−
→ 2O(ads)−

(9)C
2
H

5
OH + O

2
→ CH

3
CHO + H

2
O

(10)CH
3
CHO + O

−(ads) → CO
2
+ H

2
O + e

−

higher operating temperature, as the oxygen adsorbents are 
desorbed from the surface of the sensor [35]. In addition, 
at a higher temperature, the carrier concentration increases 
due to intrinsic thermal excitation and the Debye length 
decreases. This may be one of the reasons for decreases gas 
sensitivity at higher temperature [36].

4  Conclusion

Based on the structural, compositional, topography, surface 
morphology, optical and gas sensing performance of our 
samples were emerge out the following points: (i) different 
thickness of the  TiO2 films were examined by using opti-
cal profilometer and the obtained thickness are 186, 234, 
311, 397, 433 nm with respect to volume proportion (ii) all 
samples exhibits a polycrystalline anatase phase of tetrago-
nal structure with strong plane orientation (101), and the 
observed crystalline size were decreased with increase in 
thickness. (iii) AFM shown the average roughness value 
were increased by increase the thickness and the morpho-
logical behavior of micro spherical structure with reduced 
particle sizes as revealed in the study of FESEM. (iv). The 
optical transmittance values were decreased with an blue 
shift of absorption edge; the band values were decreased 
with increase in thickness due to the improvement of 
defect-free quality films was determined by optical meas-
urement. (v). Finally, the gas sensing performance of  TiO2 
nanofilms shows their sensitivity response (%) with respect 
to operating temperature, coated thickness and gas con-
centration of various gasses. The reducing gas of  C2H6O 
exhibits a greatest sensitivity response (S = 13%) against 
other gasses at 300 °C for 150 ppm of gas concentration.
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Automated nebulizer-sprayed TiO2 nanofilms were deposited
on the glass substrate by using different temperature (300, 350,
400, 450, and 500 8C). The effect of temperature on the
structural study by XRD and AFM reveals that the amorphous
nature turns to stabilized anatase tetragonal phase with an
enhancement of the preferred orientation (101), particle size,
average roughness of the topographical view and thickness
(238, 279, 304, 362, and 397 nm) of the coated films. The
morphological study by the FESEMmethod shows a crack and
a void free micro grain particle due to the effect of temperature.

An optical study shows that the transmittances of all the
samples gradually decreased and the redshift of the absorption
edges with decreased bandgap (3.67–3.35 eV) value is
observed by the influence of temperature. The n-type
semiconducting nature of TiO2 nanofilms shows the voltage
drop across the sensor element on exposure to the reducing gas.
Among the various gases (CH4O, C3H8O, NH3, C3H6O) the
reducing gas C2H6O exhibits a better response for a 500 8C
coating temperature at an optimal operating temperature of
300 8C with a 150 ppm gas concentration.

� 2017 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

1 Introduction Generally, an electronic nose
(e-nose) is a sensor device that is used to sense the
physical conditions of chemical compounds. The gas
constituents were analyzed by using assorted methods but
an e-nose detects the specific patterns or fingerprints of the
gas mixture. The chemical sensor of the e-nose is most
commonly used in conductivity sensors (metal oxide
semiconductor, conducting polymer), piezoelectric sen-
sors, MOSFET sensor, and optical sensors [1–3]. Among
these, the conductivity sensor of a chemiresistor (metal
oxide semiconductor) emphasizes the nature of surface
sites and the surface reaction of gas, the electron-acceptor/
donor properties of the gas, and adsorption and desorption
of the gases. Currently, many researchers around the world
are focused on studying the various metal oxide sensors
(MOS). As is known, TiO2 is considered as a prime
candidate due to its numerous peculiar properties in diverse
applications such as photochemical and photoconductive

devices in LEDs and gas discharge displays [3], transparent
conductive electrodes for solar cells [4], microelectron-
ics [5], and gas-sensing materials for gas-sensor
devices [6].

Naturally, TiO2 occurs in three polymorphic forms:
anatase (D4h,

19I41/amd-symmetry, tetragonal), rutile
(D4h,

14P42/mnm-symmetry, tetragonal), and brookite
(Pcab-lower symmetry, orthorhombic). Among the three
phases, the anatase is a metastable phase and has a bandgap
(3.2 eV) higher than the others. The tetragonal anatase
crystal structure is made up of a chain of distorted TiO6

octahedra, which results in a unit cell containing four Ti
atoms (at positions [0, 0, 0], [0, 1/2, 1/4], and [1/2, 0, 3/4])
and eight O atoms. Moreover, the anatase phase is the most
suitable candidate for gas-sensor applications due to its
biological and chemical inertness, strong oxidizing power,
nontoxicity and long-term stabilization against photo- and
chemical corrosion, and superior charge transport [7].
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Stabilization of anatase phase has been shown to be
very challenging in recent research. Since the effect of the
temperature and the preparation method is one of the key
features that ensures phase stability, the automated
nebulizer spray pyrolysis is used to ensure the prolonged
anatase phase. To our knowledge, only a few studies have
been carried out using acetylacetone-stabilized Ti-alkoxide
precursors, whereas the phase stability was not maintained
in these studies [8–10]. In particular, no systematic study of
structural and optical characterization of the anatase phase
TiO2 films deposited by a spray pyrolysis technique from
the catalyst of acetylacetone stabilized Ti-isopropoxide has
been performed. Predominantly, the automated nebulizer
sprayed anatase phase stabilized and gas-sensing perfor-
mances of TiO2 film have not been studied so far. The aim
of this work is to deposit the TiO2 nanofilms on preheated
glass substrate by using different temperature (300, 350,
400, 450, and 500 8C) through automated nebulizer spray
pyrolysis and exemplify the structural, optical, topography,
morphological, and gas-sensing performance of the TiO2

nanofilms.

2 Experimental
2.1 Materials deposition TiO2 nanofilms were

prepared by using an automated nebulizer spray pyrolysis
technique (ANSP) with various temperatures (300, 350,
400, 450, and 500 8C) in an air atmosphere. The
experimental setup, procedure and advantages of ANSP
were explained [11, 12] elsewhere and Fig. 1 with
optimized parameters are mentioned in Table 1.
The primary stock solution was prepared with 0.1mol l�1

of titanium tetra-isopropoxide (TTIP) [Ti[OCH-
(CH3)2]4] dissolved in 50ml of a mixed solution of ethanol
(EtOH) (C2H6O) solvent with acetylacetone (AcAc)

[CH3COCH2COCH3] stabilizer in the ratio of (4:1), stirred
for 15min by using a magnetic stirrer, and finally turns into
a pale yellow transparent solution. The obtained transparent
pale yellow solution was poured into nebulizer container
and sprayed on the ultrasonically cleaned glass substrate at
various temperatures.

2.2 Characterization techniques The effect of
temperature and their characterization were analyzed by
the following means. The structural, compositional proper-
ties of TiO2 films were entirely studied by X-ray diffraction
(Bruker D8 advance X-ray diffractometer) with Cu Ka

radiation (l¼ 0.15418 nm) and X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscope (XPS). The study of surface morphology was
characterized via an atomic force microscope (AFM,
Model-Nanoscope E) and a field emission scanning electron
microscope (FESEM, Quanta-250 FEG) applying an

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of automated spray pyrolysis system.

Table 1 Optimized spray parameter for TiO2 nanofilms.

particulars parameter

spray type nebulizer
air blast atomizer
carrier gas pressure 30 Pa
solution flow rate 0.10mlmin�1

distance from substrate to
spray nozzle

5 cm

substrate type glass
solvent ethanol and acetyle acetone
precursor titanium isopropoxide
concentration 0.1mol l�1

deposition temperature 300, 350, 400, 450, and 500 8C

1700020 (2 of 9) V. Gopala Krishnan et al.: Automated nebulizer spray pyrolysis method (ANSP)
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operating voltage of 30.0 kV. An optical study of the films
was done by an ultraviolet-visible-near-infrared (UV-Vis-
NIR) spectrophotometer (Model JASCO-V-500) in the
range from 250 to 970 nm, and the thicknesses of the films
were determined by using surface profilometer (SJ-301
Mitutoyo). Finally, the gas-sensing performances were
studied by the method of two probes with an LCR meter
(GW Instek LCR – 821).

2.3 Gas-sensing measurements The schematic
diagram of the gas-sensor setup is shown in Fig. 2. As
can be seen, the cylindrical stainless steel testing chamber
inbuilt with a nichrome-heating element and a chromel-
alumel thermocouple is fixed at the bottom of the testing
chamber and it is well connected with a temperature
controller for adjusting the temperature (�up to 500 8C).
The sensing measurements were proceeded by a static
process: a specified amount of the test gas such as C2H6O,
NH3, CH4O, C3H8O, and C3H6O was injected into a testing
chamber and mixed with air. A mass flow controller (MFCs)
was used to control the concentration of the test gases. The
sensor films were electrically connected to a two-probe
setup for measurement of the resistance variation (GW
Instek LCR – 821) and hence, the sensing response was
calculated. The gas sensitivity response (S) factor of TiO2

nanofilms was calculated by using the relation of resistance
in the air (Rair) and resistance in reducing gases (Rgas), which
was expressed as [13]:

S ¼ Rair � Rgas

Rgas
¼ DR

Rgas
� Rair

Rgas
: ð1Þ

3 Results and discussion The XRD (X-ray diffrac-
tion) patterns of TiO2 films at different temperatures are
shown in Fig. 3. The obtained diffraction patterns show a
predominant diffraction peak at 25.358 that can be assigned
to the (101) plane of anatase TiO2 is found to begin at
approximately 350 8C. At 500 8C, a very sharp exothermic
peak (2u¼ 25.39, 38.62, 48.19, 54.22, and 55.148) is
observed in the XRD pattern and all corresponding reflected
planes (101), (112), (200), (105), and (211) were well fitted
with a standard JCPDS data, card no. 89-4921. The film at
300 8C depicts an amorphous nature. This is caused by the
improving crystallinity of the films. The grain size “D” is
calculated using the Scherrer formula [14],

D ¼ 0:9� l
b� cosuð Þ ð2Þ

d ¼ nl
ð2sinuÞ ; ð3Þ

where D is the particle size, l is the wavelength of the X-
rays, b is the broadening of the diffraction line measured at
half its maximum intensity in radians, d is the interplanar
spacing value, and u is the angle of diffraction. The obtained
grain sizes of the films were increased with increasing
temperature from 350 to 500 8C. This trend was confirmed
by many authors [15, 16]. The lattice constants determined
from the present data are a¼ 3.791 Å and c¼ 9.503 Å. The
dislocation density and microstrain were calculated by using
Eqs. (4) and (5) for TiO2 films [11].

d ¼ 1

D2 ð4Þ

e ¼ l
D sinu

� b

tanu
: ð5Þ

Figure 2 Schematic diagram of gas sensor setup.

Figure 3 XRD patterns for TiO2 thin films.
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The calculated values are given in Table 2. It is clear that
when the coating temperature is increased, the strain of the
coated films increased considerably. This type of micro-
strain changes may be due to the predominant recrystalliza-
tion process in the polycrystalline thin films.

XPS (X-ray photoemission spectroscopy) is a straight-
forward and nondestructive technique for the investigation
of the chemical and electronic structure of materials. An
important advantage of XPS is its ability to characterize the
variation in the binding energies of the core level or
chemical shifts of the samples. Figure 4a shows the broad
emission spectrum of TiO2 thin films in the binding energy
range 0–1300 eV. Only three elements are detected on the
surface of the film, titanium, oxygen and also some carbon,
showing the photoelectron peaks Ti 3p, Ti 3s, Ti 2p, Ti 2s
for titanium, O 1s, O 2s for oxygen, and C 1s for carbon. The
high-resolution scanning images at 500 8C of TiO2 are
shown in Fig. 4b–e. In that order, separate analysis elements
of core levels C 1s, O 1s, and Ti 2p3/2, Ti 2p1/2 indicated the
binding energies at 286.14 eV, 530.90 eV and 458.43 eV,
465.24 eV, respectively. These calculations led to the
conclusion that these titania anatase phase thin films have
7.65% of carbon, 45.16% of oxygen, 46.93% of Ti4þ and the
presence of this prime element and carbon is probably due to
the use of organic precursors and the contamination caused
by sample handling [17]. The standard anatase titania (Ti4þ)
phase was well fitted with the prepared film of TiO2 [18].

The topographical view of a 2� 2mm2 sized three-
dimensional AFM image of TiO2 thin films using different
temperatures (300, 350, 400, 450, and 500 8C) is presented in
Fig. 5a–e. In the sample with the lowest temperature (300,

350, and 400 8C), the particles are rather isolated from each
other (Fig. 5a–c), while those in Fig. 5d and e are widely
distributed. These changes in the surface morphology might
lead to a reduced crystalline quality of the films [19]. This
suggests that the particles seen at the surface of the film are
clusters of crystallites. The calculated values of AFM
roughness parameters are listed in Table 2. This shows that
the coating temperature increased with increase in the root
mean square surface roughness and the coating thickness of
the films, which shows the fine correspondence with XRD
study of the average crystalline size and intensity. The
influence of thickness significantly plays a role to control the
film properties and phase stability; which is one of the
important parameters to achieve the desired structural and
functional properties [20]. Optical profilometer (SJ – 301
Mitutoyo) Alpha-step instruments were used to measure the
coating thicknessofTiO2.Thenovelnebulizer spraypyrolysis
methodprovides a uniformcoatingover awide area [9]hence,
the preparedfilms thicknesses are in the rangeof 238–397 nm.

The field emission scanning electron microscope
(FESEM) is used to examine the morphological features
such as grain morphology, thickness, grain-size distribution,
and grain size of the films. The irregular granular shape of
the agglomerated grain particles with dispersed large voids
appeared at 300 8C (Fig. 5f) and close-packed (without
pinholes) granular particles appeared at 350 8C (Fig. 5g).
The cluster-like domain structure increased on increasing
the coating temperature with cracks, void-free micrograin
particles being revealed at 400, 450, and 500 8C.

As can be seen, the higher coating temperature can
create the crystal quality and uniformity of the nanofilms,

Table 2 Obtained values of structural parameters, average roughness and coating thickness of the TiO2 films.

(h, k, l)
value

temp
(8C)

peak
position
2u (deg)

FWHM
value
(deg)

h k l “D”
particle
size (nm)

“d” dislocation
�1014

(linmet�2)

“e” strain
�104

(lin�2met4)

“d spacing”
value
�10�10m

stacking
fault

average
roughness
(nm)

thickness
(nm)

300 amorphous nature 0.062 238

25.3582 0.1673 1 0 1 50.88 3.863 7.122 3.512 0.089
350 38.6382 0.2007 1 1 2 43.85 5.202 8.264 2.330 0.086 1.481 279

48.1888 0.2676 2 0 0 33.99 8.654 10.659 1.888 0.101

25.3106 0.2004 1 0 1 42.47 5.544 8.532 3.519 0.107
400 38.6386 0.1673 1 1 2 52.60 3.615 6.889 2.330 0.071 1.933 304

48.1192 0.2676 2 0 0 33.98 8.658 10.662 1.891 0.101

25.3445 0.1337 1 0 1 63.66 2.467 5.692 3.514 0.071
450 38.6546 0.2015 1 1 2 43.67 5.243 8.297 2.329 0.086 2.269 362

48.1851 0.2676 2 0 0 33.99 8.654 10.659 1.889 0.101

25.3715 0.1171 1 0 1 72.69 1.893 4.985 3.511 0.062
500 38.6440 0.4015 1 1 2 21.92 20.817 16.532 2.330 0.172 2.815 397

48.1296 0.1673 2 0 0 54.36 3.384 6.665 1.891 0.063
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which is in good agreement with the structural (XRD) and
topography (AFM) study.

Optical transmittance spectra of TiO2 films were
measured in the wavelength range from 250 to 980 nm.
Figure 6 shows the oscillating nature transmittance curves of
TiO2 films of different temperature (300, 350, 400, 450, and
500 8C) and the observed oscillating nature of the
transmittance is due to the interference effect from the
reflection at the coated films and substrates [21]. The
maximum transmittance value of 102.9% (at l¼ 612 nm) at
300 8C is shown in the figure, and the transmittance of all
the films was decreased with increasing temperature, due
to an increase in film thickness and an increase in the
scattering of photons by crystal defects [22]. The calculated
thickness of the coated films has been explained with the
help of the following relation,

I ¼ I0e
�ad; ð6Þ

where a is the absorption coefficient and d is the films
thickness. The optical absorption coefficient (a) is
calculated by using [23],

a ¼ 1
d
ln

1
T

� �
; ð7Þ

where T is the transmittance and d is the thickness of
film. Likewise, the UV region of sharp absorption edges
reveals that the redshift is due to the temperature and
thickness (238, 279, 304, 362, and 397 nm). The improve-
ment in crystal quality of the films along with a reduction in
porosity [24] and their structural change is revealed by XRD
measurement. For the allowed direct transition, the variation
of a with photon energy (hn) obeys Tauc’s plot [23],

ahyð Þ2 ¼ A hy� Eg
� �

; ð8Þ

where Eg is the optical bandgap, h is Planck’s constant, a is
the absorption coefficient, and A is a constant having values
between 1� 105 and 1� 106 cm�1 eV�1 [25]. Figure 7
shows the Tauc plot as a function of temperature in TiO2

films. The obtained bandgap values increased from 3.22 to
3.65 eV with a decrease in the temperature. The increase in
the optical bandgap with decrease in film temperature is due
to the variation in lattice defects and stress [26, 27].

4 Gas-sensing behavior of TiO2 nanofilms The
sensor element of TiO2 nanofilms exhibit typical n-type
semiconducting behavior, as there is a voltage drop across
the sensor element on exposure to the reducing gas.
Accordingly, the gas-sensing response of TiO2 chemiresis-
tors (metal oxide) with different coating temperature (300,
350, 400, 450, and 500 8C) toward various gases like

Figure 4 Survey scan XPS analysis of (T¼ 500 8C) TiO2 films on narrow and broad emission spectra.
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methanol (CH4O), ammonia (NH3), isopropyl alcohol
(C3H8O), ethanol (C2H6O), and acetone (C3H6O) reducing
gas as a function of constant temperature (300 8C) and gas
concentration (150 ppm) is presented in the bar chart
selectivity graph of Fig. 8a. Here, the gas-sensing character-
istics indicate that the sensor element exhibits the maximum
sensing response to C2H6O reducing gas and a minimum
sensing response to C3H8O reducing gas.

The effect of temperature on TiO2 nanofilms when
exposed to C2H6O reducing gas at 150 ppm constant gas
concentration is presented in Fig. 8b. Hence, the various
coating temperatures (300, 350, 400, 450, and 500 8C) of the
sensor elements reveal the adsorption and desorption in the
gas sensor by using different operating temperatures,
because the sensitivity of the response increased with
increasing temperature up to 300 8C, and then decreased
with increasing temperature. This is due to the activation
energy at a particular temperature (300 8C) being high
enough to complete the chemical reaction and this
temperature is called the optimal temperature. Hence,
coating temperature of 500 8C exhibits the greatest possible

Figure 5 (a–e) Topography view of AFM and (f–j) and surface
morphology of FESEM for TiO2 thin films (T¼ 300, 350, 400,
450, and 500 8C).

Figure 6 Optical transmittance spectra of TiO2 films at various
temperatures.

Figure 7 Plot of (ahn)2 vs. hn for TiO2 films sprayed using
various temperatures.
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detection to C2H6O reducing gas as a function of operating
temperature.

The sensitivity of a chemiresistor (metal oxide) sensor is
examined by the interaction of the target gas and the sensor
surface. The surface-controlled process is responsible for
the gas sensitivity of the metal oxide [28]. It is well known
that the surfaces of metal oxides enable absorption of the
oxygen species of O�

2, O
�, or O2� from the surroundings,

which also control the increment of conductivity due to
electron capture by the oxidizing gas at various operating
temperature [29, 30] as follows,

O2ðgasÞ ! O2ðadsÞ ð9Þ

O2 adsð Þ þ e� ! O2
�ðadsÞ ð10Þ

O2
� adsð Þ þ e� ! 2O�ðadsÞ ð11Þ

O� adsð Þ þ e� ! O2�ðadsÞ: ð12Þ

Oxygen may be either physisorbed as uncharged
molecules (9) or chemisorbed as charged species (10–12)
on the n-type semiconducting oxide surface. The phys-
isorbed oxygen will not affect the surface states, whereas the
chemisorbed oxygen species act as surface acceptors and
capture the electrons from the conduction band of materials.
The change of resistance is dependent on the species and
chemisorbed oxygen on the surface. The surface of a TiO2

sensor can adsorb oxygen because of the electron depletion,
and the resistance of the sensor increases. The reducing

Figure 8 (a) Sensitivity of various reducing gases with constant temperature (300 8C) and concentration (150 ppm); (b) sensitivity of
ethanol reducing gas at constant gas concentration (150 ppm) as a function of temperature; (c) sensitivity of various reducing gas with
different operating temperature on 500 ºC coated film; (d) response and recovery time of TiO2 nanofilms.
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gases (R) may be adsorbed on the surface of the sensor
materials according to:

R gasð Þ ! RðadsÞ: ð13Þ

The reaction between the adsorbed gases and the
adsorbed oxygen species, for example, O�(ads) and O2�

(ads), will then proceed as follows:

R adsð Þ þ O�ðadsÞ ! ROðadsÞ þ e� ð14Þ

R adsð Þ þ O2�ðadsÞ ! ROðadsÞ þ 2e�: ð15Þ

The reducing gas (R) readily reacts with the surface
chemisorbed oxygen and thereby releases electrons back to the
conduction band of TiO2, leading to a decrease in the electrical
resistance of the semiconductor metal-oxide material (TiO2).
This change of the electrical resistance determines the response
of TiO2-based sensor to reducing gases. Finally, desorption of
the resulting product will take place as:

RO adsð Þ ! ROðgasÞ: ð16Þ

An enhanced response would be expected if a sufficient
amount of target gas is adsorbed and subsequently the
reaction between the adsorbed reducing gas and the oxygen
species is more favorable. The gas response is directly
related to the adsorbed oxygen species on the surface of the
sensing layer. At higher operating temperature (>300 8C),
adsorbed oxygen starts to desorb. Desorption would thus
reduce the oxygen species from the surface, which in turn
decreases the gas response. Thus, there exists the optimum
operating temperature (300 8C) at which the gas response is
higher to the sensor element of TiO2.

Various gas-sensing responses to different gases may be
due to differences in the adsorption and the reaction
processes. The response of TiO2 toward various tested
reducing gases as a function of operating temperature is
exhibited in Fig. 8c. From this figure, we may conclude that
a sensor element based on a 500 8C coating temperature
could detect well and has a poor selectivity of C2H6O and
C3H8O reducing gas respectively. When a surface of the
material is exposed to the reducing gas, the interaction with
the chemisorbed oxygen can take place in various ways.
Here, the maximum sensitivity of surface reactions can be
written to C2H6O reducing gas as follows [31]:

C2H5OHþ O2 ! CH3CHOþ H2O ð17Þ

CH3CHOþ O� adsð Þ ! CO2 þ H2Oþ e�: ð18Þ

The dynamic response for ethanol reducing gas at
300 8C of optimal temperature with 150 ppm of gas
concentration (Smax¼ 12.91% for 500 8C) is shown in
Fig. 8d. The response (tres) and recovery (trec) times are
defined as the time it takes to decrease the maximum

resistance of 90% (Rg�Rf) up on exposure to the target gas
and then to recover the maximum resistance back to 30%
when the reference gas is restored [32]. The evaluated
average response (�10 s) and recovery time (�80 s) is
noted, respectively. In summary, all the coated films exhibit
a relatively small response to ethanol (C2H6O) reducing gas
against others (CH4O, C3H8O, NH3, C3H6O) at 300 8C with
150 ppm gas concentration. The sensitivity percentage
increased with increase in the coating temperature with
respect to constant ethanol concentration (150 ppm), which
is due to the observable fact of receptor function (surface
phenomenon) [33] and their coated thickness [34].

5 Conclusions This study investigated the synthesis
of titanium dioxide (TiO2) anatase phase nanosized
crystallites and high surface areas of the films by using
an automated nebulizer spray pyrolysis method. The
structural study by XRD shows that the amorphous nature
turns to anatase phase with better plane orientation (101)
and particle size. The compositional analysis of XPS
confirms Ti4þ in the pure anatase phase and the
topographical view (AFM) of roughness and coated
thickness were enhanced on increasing the temperature.
FESEM shows the agglomerated grains were changed to
void-free micrograin particles and the optical study shows
the decremented transmittance and redshift of absorption
edges with reduced bandgap (3.67–3.35 eV). The optimal
temperature of 300 8C at 150 ppm of ethanol reducing gas
shows the better response of the 500 8C coated films among
the others (300, 350, 400, and 450 8C).
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